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ABSTRACT

Colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are attractive candidates for high-efficiency solar cells and uncooled multiplexed photodetectors due to their favorable characteristics including large absorption cross-sections, size-tunable bandgap energies spanning the ultraviolet (UV) to short wave infrared, and solution processability. These QD-based optoelectronic devices operate on the basis of efficient photogenerated charge migration within QD solids and charge separation and recombination at electrical junctions, underscoring the need for (1) processing strategies that facilitate charge transport and (2) characterization techniques that robustly interrogate charge separation at QD interfaces. Here, my work on the post-synthetic processing and surface modifications of several semiconductor QDs, as well as investigations on charge transport and separation in a multitude of optoelectronic device architectures will be presented.

This thesis is divided into four parts. First, I introduce low dimensional materials and post-synthetic purification strategies en route to device fabrication. Second, I describe my work on the formation and study of novel PbS QD/epitaxial graphene/SiC (QD/EG/SiC) optoelectronic devices, where we electrically isolate and characterize previously unreported QD/SiC heterojunctions and achieve NIR responsivity due to the incorporation of NIR bandgap (~1300 nm) PbS QD films. Scanning photocurrent microscopy acquired with a home-built MATLAB GUI application reveals that the transfer length is the characteristic length scale for charge carrier collection across the QD/SiC interfaces, which allowed extraction of the QD film resistivity (~18 kΩ-cm) by
analyzing the QD/SiC junction as a lumped element transmission line. Thirdly, I introduce spatially resolved Fourier transform impedance spectroscopy as a novel technique to quickly build and map the frequency response of optoelectronic devices using optical probes. My collaborative work on environmentally benign QDs will then be discussed with focus on the formulation of ligand-exchanged AgBiS2 nanocrystal inks for photoconductive devices and the development of hybrid III-V QD/2D material phototransistors for amplified NIR detection. Finally, collaborative research on the hydrophobic self-assembly and uptake of visible bandgap, fluorescent QDs onto patterned magnetic nanoparticle templates will be described.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1: ENERGY DEMANDS AND AN INTRODUCTION TO COLLOIDAL QUANTUM DOTS

As energy consumption continues to increase, the urgency to develop innovations that meet and exceed them rises in parallel. Although energy consumption from petroleum and coal demonstrated slight decreases associated with the global COVID-19 pandemic, energy consumption in the Unites States is projected to increase in the approaching decades (Figure 1.1). Steady rises in natural gas and renewable energy sources including solar, wind, and geothermal are anticipated to accompany declines in electricity generated from coal.\(^1\) Notably, within the renewable energy sector, solar energy is projected to lead electricity generation in the Unites States through the year 2050: nearly half (47 %) of all total renewable energy generation is expected to originate from solar, with wind coming in second at 34 %.\(^1\) Given recent growth and anticipated utilization of solar energy technologies in the near future, it would be prudent to further develop existing solar technologies to maximize performance and minimize production costs.

Currently, commercial solar photovoltaic technologies are dominated by silicon (Si) based devices, but there are key opportunities to improve them. For example, the semiconductor bandgap of Si is 1.1 eV (1120 nm), which almost completely renders the near infrared (NIR) portion of the sun’s spectral irradiance inaccessible because photons below the Si bandgap are not absorbed. Tandem solar cells that incorporate a second...
and/or third solar cell with materials of different bandgap energies from Si may be used to overcome spectral limitations of Si, but current matching between must be optimized to ensure maximal power conversion and the additional cells pose nontrivial fabrication complexities. In addition, the preparation of Si for solar energy conversion requires costly high purity and high temperature fabrication conditions, and it would be highly advantageous to mitigate the energetic burdens associated with these challenges.

There is also motivation to develop materials beyond silicon in electronic and optoelectronic device areas other than solar photovoltaics (e.g. thin film transistors, photodetection). Indeed, silicon currently dominates electronic and optoelectronic device
domains, and the same challenges associated with photovoltaic devices are encountered. Taking these factors into consideration, novel solution processed materials such as organic semiconductors, perovskites, and colloidal semiconductor quantum dots are attractive materials to fulfill these application needs and exploit exotic emergent properties for realms previously inaccessible with silicon including flexible, transparent, and freeform devices. Organic semiconductors offer optical transparency and tunable bandgap energies, but their long term stability and charge transport characteristics are currently limited. Perovskites offer excellent charge transport and perovskite-based solar cells have demonstrated exceptionally rapid growth in recent years, but the stability of current state-of-the-art devices challenges widespread deployment. On the other hand, colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) offer spectral accessibility beyond silicon, solution processability, and charge carrier mobilities comparable to organic semiconductors. These tradeoffs in merits favor QDs over other novel materials and make them prime candidates for electronic and optoelectronic spaces beyond silicon. Here, a brief introduction to QDs and processing steps along the way to device fabrication will be presented.

QDs are nanoscale particles composed of an inorganic, crystalline semiconductor core terminated by surface ligands that preserve the colloidal stability in solution-phase dispersions. It is noted that epitaxial QDs are another type of QD, but all references to QDs within this work pertain to colloidal QDs. The small size of QDs compared to bulk semiconductor phases induces quantum confinement of electrons and holes, which gives rise to deviations in the electronic structure. The characteristic length scale for confinement is dictated by the exciton Bohr radius \( a_B \), which is dependent on properties
that are specific to a semiconductor such as the dielectric constant and the effective masses of the electrons \( (m_e) \) and holes \( (m_h) \). The relationship between \( a_B \) and these parameters is displayed in Equation 1, where \( \epsilon \) is the dielectric constant, \( m_0 \) is the rest mass of electrons, \( \mu \) is the reduced mass of an electron-hole pair, and \( a_0 \) is the Bohr radius. Equation 2 displays the relationship between \( \mu \), \( m_e \), and \( m_h \).

\[
a_B = \frac{\epsilon m_0}{\mu} a_0 \quad (Equation 1)
\]

\[
\frac{1}{\mu} = \frac{1}{m_e} + \frac{1}{m_h} \quad (Equation 2)
\]

Thus, the \( a_B \) of several commonly studied semiconductors for QDs is 18 nm for PbS, 5 nm for CdSe, 15 nm for InP, and 34 nm for InAs. Particles of size smaller than \( a_B \) are in the strong confinement regime, which where the effects of quantum confinement dominate the electronic structure. This concept is shown graphically in Figure 1.2, where

---

**Figure 1.2:** Quantum dot concept graphic. (a) energy band diagram for a semiconductor in the bulk and for corresponding QDs within the confinement regime. (b) absorbance spectra for InAs QDs showing the evolution of the effective bandgap with particle size. Blue ticks indicate the lowest energy excitonic peak maxima corresponding to effective bandgaps.
the continuum of states in a bulk semiconductor’s valence and conduction bands is replaced by discrete energy levels reminiscent of atomic orbitals. Because of the quantization effects, the effective bandgap of QDs is size-dependent and may be modified through synthetic control over the particle sizes. This effect may be visualized conceptually in the optical absorbance spectra shown in Figure 1.2, where the evolution of the lowest energy excitonic absorption peak with particle size is shown for a InAs QDs and indicates tunability in the effective bandgap over the NIR wavelength regime. This control over the effective bandgap energy also engenders flexibility in the emission profile of QDs, solidifying their applicability in technologies utilizing light absorption and emission.

In addition to the exotic optical properties showcased by QDs, solution-phase processing routes are appealing for low cost and large area fabrication. Following synthesis, QD films may be assembled through large scale means such as inkjet printing, spray coating, or roll-to-roll printing (Figure 1.3) or studied in laboratory prototype scales and deposited by spin coating, dip coating, or drop casting. This compatibility with
solution-processing techniques is favorable for forming standalone QD devices or incorporation with streamlined technologies.

All of these characteristics make QDs strong candidates for use in a variety of applications that underpin modern society including displays, photodetectors, and solar energy conversion devices, among others (Figure 1.4). In addition, emerging technologies such as flexible circuitry, biological imaging, and photon upconverters may readily capitalize on the exotic properties of QDs. However, the road to device fabrication is a complex one, and several pathways may be undertaken to achieve

Figure 1.4: Concept graphic for various QD applications. Selected optoelectronic applications and emerging technologies featuring QDs are shown.
success. Here, the post-synthetic processing methods and film formation strategies used in this work will be introduced.

1.2: PURIFICATION OF COLLOIDAL QUANTUM DOTS BY GEL-PERMEATION CHROMATOGRAPHY

En route to device formation, post-synthetic purification of QDs is a post-synthetic processing step taken to eliminate extraneous molecular species such as residual growth solvent, unreacted precursors, impurities, and reaction byproducts. QDs are typically synthesized in non-coordinating, high boiling point solvents such as 1-octadecene (ODE) to facilitate growth across a broad range of temperatures. These

![Diagram of QD purification process]

**Figure 1.5:** QD purification by liquid chromatography and precipitation methods. Green arrows indicate the pathway for GPC purification, and the red arrows indicate steps for conventional precipitation-based purification.
solvents are unsuitable for the deposition of uniform films, and in the case of ODE, serves as electrical insulators that will impede efficient charge transport.

Many methods exist and are used for the purification of QDs. Most commonly, a precipitation-centrifugation-redispersion (PCR) based method is undertaken to isolate QDs. The PCR method is undertaken by introducing antisolvent or poor solvent such as acetone, methanol, or methyl acetate that induces flocculation of QDs. The sample is then centrifuged, and flocculated QDs sediment while unwanted molecular species remain dispersed in the supernatant. The supernatant is discarded, and sedimented QDs are re-dispersed in a suitable solvent. This process is repeated iteratively (Figure 1.5) to obtain purified QDs. While effective, separation of QDs from undesired species by the PCR method can be challenged if the impurities hold similar solubilities to the QDs. In addition, caution must be taken in the choice of antisolvent because harsh solvents may strip ligands from the surface of the QDs, which may compromise the colloidal stability and detrimentally alter the luminescent and electrical transport characteristics of QDs originating from the formation of surface dangling bonds.

To overcome these limitations, PbS QDs used in the work described in Chapters 2 and 3 were purified by gel-permeation chromatography (GPC). GPC is a form of size-exclusion chromatography where separation is achieved on the basis of size. The separation of QDs from unwanted species is illustrated in Figure 1.5. Conceptually, QDs with nanometer scale cores are much larger than unwanted molecular impurities, and the relatively smaller molecular species are able to enter pores within the GPC media while QDs transit the void space between GPC media. The relatively longer path for molecular species translates to longer elution times and effective separation from QDs that elute on
shorter timescales. The method is repeatable\textsuperscript{8,9} and may be conducted without successive changes in the solvent often required in PCR approaches. Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy confirmed the efficacy of the purification technique in isolating oleate-capped PbS QDs (Figure 1.6), as the separation of the QDs from the ODE growth solvent and unbound olefin species was achieved. In addition, the absorptive properties of the QDs were maintained after GPC purification, and a purified QD product suitable for film formation was generated.

\textbf{Figure 1.6:} Purification of QDs by GPC. (a) GPC. (b) absorbance spectra. (c,i) shows NMR. (c,ii) shows closeup of olefin region. Bottom shows the legend for NMR resonances. Labels in (c,i) correspond to oleic acid. Sharp peaks a and b in (c,ii) refer to 1-octadecene, and remaining labels are oleic acid. The star indicates solvent resonances.

1.3: ASSEMBLY OF QUANTUM DOT SOLIDS FOR DEVICES

Efficient charge transport in QD films is necessary to minimize recombination losses that hinder the performance of solar photovoltaics and photodetectors. Typically, following the purification of QDs the long chain, electrically insulating ligands are
replaced in a ligand exchange reaction to reduce the interparticle spacing, increase dot-to-dot electronic coupling, and facilitate charge transport. For the collaborative work described in chapters 2 and 3, a layer-by-layer solid state ligand exchange (SSLE) protocol was conducted to exchange native oleate ligands with short chain, bidentate 1,2-ethanediathiol ligands at the surfaces of PbS QDs. A schematic showing the general spin coating process is displayed in **Figure 1.7**. In brief, deposition of QDs directly to substrates forms a thin film of oleate-capped QDs. The addition of incoming ligand solutions promotes the exchange reaction, and subsequent rinsing steps relieve the sample of excess incoming ligand and unbound oleate ligands. This process is repeated iteratively to achieve multilayer exchanged QD films suitable for electronic and optoelectronic device testing. Although SSLE processes are acceptable for laboratory scale prototypes, ligand exchange processes in solution that may be directly deposited to
form conductive QD layers are mandatory to realize commercial scale deployment. My work on formulating inks in this manner will be described in chapter 4.

Finally, for efficient electrical transport in QD solids, achieving smooth film morphologies free of cracks is necessary. Due to the stochastic formation of voids and cracks that form in SSLE processes as interparticle spacings are reduced, multiple layer cycles are conducted to successively infill the empty spaces. This also minimizes pathways for electrical shorts in vertical device geometries when evaporating top metal contacts to QD films. PbS QDs purified by GPC and exchanged with 1,2-ethanediithiol in a SSLE process similar to that illustrated in Figure 1.7 yielded thin films with smooth morphologies as shown in the scanning electron microscopy images in Figure 1.8. This milestone confirmed that state-of-the-art preparatory methods including GPC purification and dithiol ligand exchange protocols were suitable for device fabrication and characterization. Further details on the optimization of film assembly using GPC-purified PbS QDs is discussed in my previous work. The processing methods for GPC purification and SSLE film formation introduced here were applied to optoelectronic
studies described in **Chapter 2** and **Chapter 3**, where hybrid PbS QD/epitaxial graphene/SiC (QD/EG/SiC) devices were fabricated and characterized in detail.

### 1.4: DISSERTATION OVERVIEW

Overall, this thesis will introduce my work on QD-based optoelectronics in a variety of device architectures, the formulation of ligand-exchanged QD inks for photoconductor devices, and research efforts on QD self-assembly. Chapter 2 and chapter 3 will focus on collaborative work with Dr. M. V. S. Chandrashekhar’s research team (UofSC, Electrical Engineering) where we fabricate and characterize novel QD/epitaxial graphene/SiC photosensors and develop a new technique to characterize composite interfaces using optical probes. Chapter 4 will describe research focusing on environmentally-benign QDs where we formulate ligand exchanged AgBiS$_2$ inks and study fundamental electronic properties of thin films deposited in a single step process. Collaborative work undertaken during my international internship at Sungkyunkwan University in Suwon, South Korea under the supervision of Dr. Sohee Jeong and Dr. Munseok Jeong (Department of Energy Sciences) will also be described, where we form InAs/graphene hybrid phototransistors for NIR detection. Finally, our collaborative work with Dr. Thomas Crawford’s research team (UofSC, Physics) will be described, where we investigate the uptake and fluorescence characteristics of self-assembled QD arrays using magnetic nanoparticle templates.
CHAPTER 2: PHOTOVOLTAIC AND PHOTOCONDUCTIVE ACTION DUE TO PbS QDS ON GRAPHENE/SiC SCHOTTKY DIODES FROM NIR TO UV

2.1: INTRODUCTION

This work describes the published results\textsuperscript{7,13} of a research collaboration with the M.V.S. Chandrashekhar laboratory at the University of South Carolina. We demonstrate photovoltaic and photoconductive responses to NIR light in devices formed by depositing a film of GPC purified PbS QDs on top of n-SiC epitaxial layers with natively grown, low-leakage 10–15 monolayer thick EG Schottky contacts. The QD film layer was removable by selective chemical etching, resetting the EG/SiC Schottky diode: the sub-bandgap response could be restored in subsequent PbS-QD depositions. The EG in these devices simultaneously forms Schottky contacts to SiC and ohmic contacts to PbS-QD, enabling electrical screening and isolation of these interfaces from each other. After PbS-QD deposition, the diodes exhibit photovoltaic and photoconductive responses at photon energies far below the SiC bandgap, extending to the NIR gap of the QD film. Scanning photocurrent microscopy illustrates that this is due to charge transfer from the QD film to the n-type 4H-SiC through a trap-limited, rectifying PbS-QD/SiC heterojunction with ideality n = 2 in parallel with the EG/SiC Schottky diode. The photoconductive gain at

this QD/SiC interface could be useful for IR detection in wide-bandgap platforms. Response times as fast as 40 ms are suitable for imaging applications, although careful contact design is required to optimize work-function matching and spreading resistance.

Colloidal semiconductor QDs such as PbS\textsuperscript{14,15} notably demonstrate size-tunable luminescence and optical absorption with effective bandgaps spanning from violet to mid-infrared. These characteristics together with solution processability have sparked interest in QDs as the absorber in thin film and hybrid devices such as solar cells and infrared focal plane array detectors.\textsuperscript{16} The most successful QD solar cell designs currently rely on photoinduced electron transfer across a heterojunction with a reducible (n-type) wide-bandgap (WBG) metal oxide (e.g., TiO\textsubscript{2} or ZnO) as a key driver of charge separation. The demonstration of >10% efficiency in QD solar cells has shown the promise of this approach,\textsuperscript{16,17} but open circuit voltages and short circuit currents remain below theoretical limits. It is thus important to consider junctions between QD films and other WBG semiconductors favorable for charge separation and strategies for making ohmic contacts for high carrier extraction. However, small variations in dimensional control and surface termination during the synthesis of QDs and formation of QD solids can have large effects on performance.\textsuperscript{18,19}

The goal of this work was to investigate charge separation due to light at a wide bandgap SiC/PbS QD film interface. The introduction of narrow-gap materials such as PbS onto WBG materials is compelling as it introduces the potential for engineered near-infrared (NIR) optoelectronic functionality in WBG devices. By using spin-coated QD-films, we eliminate the need for the constraints of epitaxial registry in more traditional thin film crystal growth. Other nonepitaxial deposition techniques such as chemical vapor
deposition and sputtering also suffer from high cost and restrictions with material compatibility due to thermal budget and contamination issues.20

One challenge with electrical characterization of WBG/QD structures such as PbS-QD/SiC is the difficulty in forming reproducible contacts to composite materials such as the QD-film. Depending on the morphology of the PbS-QD film on SiC, contacts such as evaporated top metals have the potential to short through the QD films and create uncertainties in interpretation of optoelectronic data. Other challenges stem from uncertainties in the work function of the PbS-QD film. Depending on the ambient condition, the effective polarity of QD films with the same nominal surface termination can vary from n-type in vacuum photoelectron spectroscopy21,22 to p-type after exposure to humid air.11,12 There may also be carrier trapping at rectifying regions in the metal/QD film interface, leading to poor ideality.23 These major issues present a serious challenge in the choice of metallization for characterization of QD/WBG heterojunctions.

We have recently explored optoelectronic properties of Schottky diodes and bipolar phototransistors based on the tetrafluorosilane (SiF4, TFS) grown contacts of epitaxial graphene (EG) on a SiC substrate to form a graphene/WBG interface.24–26 These devices are sensitive to ultraviolet light based on the bandgap of 4H-SiC. Here, we demonstrate that these devices respond to NIR light as a direct consequence of the rectifying junction formed between the QD film and n-type 4H-SiC. The QD-graphene interface has been examined in other recent studies wherein charge transfer FETs built with QDs and exfoliated or deposited graphene11,19 demonstrated an optical responsivity up to 10^8 A/W. The QD-graphene interface was also examined in similar devices utilizing single-layer epitaxial graphene (EG),27–29 and additionally in barristor-type devices in
which the graphene–Si Schottky barrier height is modulated by charge transfer from QDs.\textsuperscript{30,31} In many of these studies the varying carrier density in the graphene is the key mode of operation. However, the lone remaining junction of QD/WBG-SiC has not been isolated, partly due to the complexity of the interplay between the various junctions.

**Figure 2.1:** Device fabrication schematic and equivalent circuit diagram. (a) Device assembly and architecture indicating continuous QD film and n-SiC epilayer with patterned EG mesa. Superimposed is an equivalent circuit representation of the EG/SiC and QD/SiC interfaces indicating the spreading resistance of the QD film and shunt resistance contributed by the QD/SiC interface (dashed box). (b) Dark DC $I–V$ characteristics for the bare and QD-coated devices. (c) Isolated QD/SiC junction $I–V$ behavior. (d) Energy band diagrams of the constituent diodes shown in (a) illustrating ohmic contact between QDs and EG.

In this paper, we create spatially and electronically separated QD/EG and QD/SiC junctions to isolate the remaining PbS-QD/SiC interface. This enabled separate examination using localized illumination for scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM).\textsuperscript{25,26} The architecture presented in **Figure 2.1** enabled us to exploit the following phenomenological observations to achieve this: (i) ohmic contacts of graphene to ethanedithiol (EDT)-capped PbS QDs in air, consistent with p-type conduction reported
previously,\textsuperscript{32} which was also verified in the current work; (ii) a robust and ideal Schottky diode of EG/SiC\textsuperscript{33} that is shown in this paper to be completely recoverable by selective chemical removal using hydrofluoric acid; (iii) a 10–15 monolayer (ML) EG film that achieves optical transparency for optoelectronic characterization,\textsuperscript{25} while having a thickness greater than 1–2 ML screening length, such that electrostatic screening of the EG/SiC rectifying junction from the ohmic EG/PbS-QD film junction is achieved, precluding any potential barristor action.\textsuperscript{30,31} This confluence of favorable conditions eliminates uncertainties stemming from the reproducibility of contacts between samples and between successive PbS-QD film depositions.

Our group has previously shown that gel permeation chromatography (GPC) is a precise and repeatable method for removing small molecule impurities from many types of QD samples.\textsuperscript{8,34,35} Here, we employ GPC-purified PbS QDs to form spin-coated layers, in contrast to previous work on QD optoelectronic devices that has relied on precipitation and redissolution steps employing polar antisolvents.

2.2: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The device structure (Figure 2.1a) starts with EG/SiC Schottky diodes created by growing a homoepitaxial layer of n-type 4H-SiC, unintentionally doped to $1.6 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ on a n$^+$-SiC substrate by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in a hot wall reactor with SiF$_4$ and propane precursors in a hydrogen atmosphere, as described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{36–39} Graphene was then formed natively on the previous homoepitaxial layer through exposure to SiFs in an Ar atmosphere.\textsuperscript{38} EG showed the key Raman peaks at $\sim$1580, $\sim$1350, and $\sim$2650 cm$^{-1}$ with a D/G ratio of $\sim$0.1, indicating good quality. The thickness from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was $\sim$15 monolayers.\textsuperscript{36,40} Individual circular
device mesas with diameters $\sim 250 \, \mu m$ were fabricated by using standard photolithography and O$_2$-plasma reactive ion etching.

PbS QDs with a diameter of $\sim 4.5 \, nm$ and lowest energy exciton peak position at 1280 nm (\textasciitilde 0.97 eV) (Figure 2.2) were synthesized by following Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{14} Following synthesis, the QDs, initially protected by alkyl carboxylate (oleate) surface coating, were purified by GPC.\textsuperscript{8} A thin film was formed on the bare Schottky device by spin-coating, followed by in situ ligand exchange with ethanedithiol (Figure 2.3)\textsuperscript{41} in a N2-filled glovebox. Following QD film deposition, contact was made to EG by locally puncturing the film with a tungsten probe tip and contact to the n$^+$-SiC substrate as made by using carbon tape.

The resulting film had a thickness of 90 nm, determined from atomic force microscopy (AFM). Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy was employed to confirm removal of the initial oleate ligand coating as has been reported previously for EDT solid-
We found the QD film could be removed using 51% aqueous hydrofluoric acid and a new QD-film re-spun with qualitatively reproducible results (Figure 2.5c) where the device responsivity at photon energies below the SiC bandgap is dependent on the presence of the QD film. An optical microscope image of the hybrid device is shown in Figure 2.3b.

The EG/SiC Schottky diodes prior to QD deposition were evaluated by DC current–voltage ($I-V$) measurements (Figure 2.1b), and they displayed rectification in accordance with thermionic emission:

$$I = A A^* T^2 \exp \left( -\frac{\Phi_b}{k_B T} \right) \left[ \exp \left( \frac{q V_a}{n k_B T} \right) - 1 \right] = I_0 \left[ \left( \frac{q V_a}{n k_B T} \right) - 1 \right]$$

(Equation 3)

giving a Schottky barrier height of $\Phi_b \sim 0.9$ eV and an ideality of $n \sim 1.1$. Upon the addition of the QD film, the hybrid diodes demonstrated higher reverse leakage, $\sim10^2$ more than without QDs, suggesting the presence of trap states. The current under forward bias indicated the presence of a second, parallel barrier interface leading to
additional forward current at <0.2 V. We associate this with carrier transport through the QD film at the diode periphery. Upon removal of the QD layer with HF, this feature disappeared and the reverse leakage reverted to the bare state, indicating the changes were due to the QD film. We note that ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy measurements have revealed an electron affinity of 3.6 eV for 4H-SiC and a work function of ~4.5 eV for EDT-exchanged PbS QDs in previous reports. Consistent with these findings, we propose band alignments as shown in Figure 2.1d.

To obtain the effective $I-V$ curve of the parallel current, the bare EG/SiC current was subtracted from the total current in the hybrid case (Figure 2.1b), isolating the behavior of an additional QD/SiC diode at the edge of the device (Figure 2.1c). This parallel diode had a series resistance, $R_{s,QD}$, of 2.4 MΩ, a shunt resistance, $R_{sh,QD/SiC}$, of 200 MΩ attributed to trapping at the interface and a diode element with a reverse saturation current, $I_{0,QD/SiC}$, of 4 pA, and an ideality $n = 2$, obtained by subtracting the $R_{s,QD}$ voltage drop. This indicates that the QD/SiC diode exhibits Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) trap-assisted recombination, in contrast to the $n \approx 1$ ideal behavior from the EG/SiC diode. At diode voltage $V_a < 0.2$ V, $R_{sh,QD/SiC}$ dominates the current and is likely due to a field-activated trapping mechanism at the QD/SiC interface. Trapping effects are further supported by the emergence of Lorentzian $1/f^2$ noise compared to $1/f$ flicker noise for the bare diode (Figure 2.4). The $1/f^2$ Lorentzian noise is an indicator of well-defined trap levels causing noise from variations in carrier concentration due to trapping and detrapping.

The bare EG/SiC diodes displayed a photovoltaic response at photon energies above the 4H-SiC bandgap (3.2 eV) (Figure 2.5a), giving an open circuit voltage ($V_{OC}$)
of ~0.25 V with 13 nW of 350 nm illumination. This agrees with the $I_0$ measured from the forward $I-V$ curves:

$$V_{oc} = \frac{n k b T}{q} \ln \left( \frac{I_{sc}}{I_0} + 1 \right) \quad (Equation \ 4)$$

With the addition of the QD film, $V_{OC}$ and $I_{SC}$ both decrease under the same UV illumination conditions. This is expected due to filtering of the incident light by the QD layer. Additionally, the QD layer introduces parallel conduction via $R_{sh,QD/SiC}$, with $V_{OC}$ approximated by $V_{OC} \approx I_{SC} R_{sh,QD/SiC}$ in the limit of low $I_{SC}$.

Upon illumination with visible light below the SiC bandgap, parallel conduction via $R_{sh,QD/SiC}$ similar to the UV case is seen, but a photovoltaic effect is retained, attributed to the low-barrier rectifying QD/SiC junction after QD deposition. To confirm that the photocurrent was associated with light absorption in the QD layer, three LEDs

![Figure 2.4: Dark current noise spectral density (A^2/Hz) for both the bare and hybrid QD-film devices](image)
were used with $\lambda_{max} = 655, 843,$ and $1550 \text{ nm}$, adjusted so $\sim 180 \text{ nW}$ fell within the EG mesa. The measured $I_{SC}$ (Figure 2.5b) were 50, 15, and $<1 \text{ pA}$, respectively, with

Figure 2.5: Device photovoltaic response and spectral responsivity. (a) Dark and 350 nm (UV) illuminated $I–V$ curves for the bare EG/SiC and hybrid QD film devices. (b) Dark and illuminated $I–V$ curves for the hybrid QD film device under 1550, 843, and 655 nm illumination at $\sim 0.36 \text{ mW/cm}^2$. Inset: magnified view of power-generating quadrant. (c) Responsivity vs wavelength at low frequency under wide-area illumination for EG/SiC Schottky diode before application of the QD film, after QD film deposition, and after removal of QD film via chemical etching. All data were collected at $V = −1 \text{ V}$.

the trend in photocurrent matching the absorption spectrum of the QD film, which shows an effective bandgap of $\sim 1350 \text{ nm}$ corresponding to the lowest-energy electronic transition of the QDs (Figure 2.6).

The QD film also exhibits significant photoconductivity with reverse bias. Both the dark current ($I_{\text{dark}}$) and photocurrent ($I_{\text{ph}} = I(\lambda) − I_{\text{dark}}$) of the hybrid device increase monotonically with voltage, indicating the presence of carrier traps and leading to the observed photoconductive gain.44 This increase in $I_{\text{ph}}$ was accompanied by an increase in the lifetime measured by transient photocurrent decay under wide-area illumination at 444 nm (Figure 2.7). For short circuit conditions, a lifetime of $\sim 40 \text{ ms}$ described the
Figure 2.6: QD film absorbance and LED emission spectra. (a) Absorption spectrum of PbS QD film deposited on top of EG/SiC Schottky devices as illustrated in Fig. 1. Visible absorbance is measured directly using a microspectrophotometer equipped with high-NA objective lens and condenser in transmission mode. Infrared absorbance is inferred from the absorbance of a comparable film deposited on a glass substrate, shown here scaled for comparison in addition to a scaled solution phase absorption spectrum. The measured emission spectra of red and NIR LEDs used to characterize sub-bandgap PV response in Figure 2.5b are also overlaid for comparison.

decay well (Figure 2.7). As the reverse bias was increased, an additional slower lifetime emerged, increasing to 4.1 s at −1.0 V, but the faster component continued to dominate the photocurrent decay amplitude, increasing to 130 ms over the same bias range.
Figure 2.7: QD/EG/SiC device photocurrent transients. Illumination-to-dark transient current decays as light (444 nm) is switched off at $V_a = 0$ (a), −0.2 V (b), −1.0 V (c).
Figure 2.10 shows SPCM maps of a representative hybrid device, measured with 444 nm light chopped at 113 Hz. Without the QD layer, the SPCM signal was confined to the EG mesa (Figure 2.8). After QD deposition, there was a sharp increase in $I_{ph}$ near the periphery that was much greater than within the EG/SiC mesa. Outside the mesa, $I_{ph}$

Figure 2.8: SPCM of EG/SiC Schottky diode without QD film. (a) SPCM amplitude image for a bare EG/SiC device under visible (444 nm, 616 µW) excitation and reverse bias (5 V). (b) Reflected light signal. Location of tungsten probe tip is indicated. White scalebars 50 µm.

Figure 2.9: Phase map of QD/EG/SiC device. Representative SPCM (a) amplitude and (b) relative phase images for QD/EG/SiC device at short circuit (0V), scaled by the preamp and lock-in sensitivities. (a) corresponds to Fig. 3d in the main text. Phase is zeroed at the device perimeter. White scalebars 50 µm.
Figure 2.10: Spot $I$-$V$S, bias-dependent SPCM, and TLM resistor network. (a) Current–voltage response under localized 444 nm excitation ($\sim 15 \mu\text{W}$) for hybrid device; SPCM maps recorded at $-1.0 \text{ V}$ (b), $-0.2 \text{ V}$ (c), and $0 \text{ V}$ for a short circuit (d) illustrating the spatial dependence of ac photocurrent from chopped light. Color scale is normalized to peak ac value at the edge of the mesa. The dashed line indicates the location of tungsten probe contact. White scale bars: 50 μm. Characteristic lifetimes and relative amplitudes for photocurrent decay accompany each image. (e) Transmission line model for series and shunt resistance contributions of the QD film.
decays slowly with distance, retaining half its value at ~80 µm at short circuit. The decay in $I_{ph}$ with distance was accompanied by only a small change in phase (Figure 2.9), suggesting the decay is not of capacitive origin.

The diminished signal from on-mesa excitation indicates that the QD/EG junction is not responsible for the $I_{ph}$ and $I_{SC}$ under wide-area illumination: instead, the junction between the QD film and the n-type 4H-SiC epilayer is the active region. This effect is particularly notable at short circuit and under ac excitation as employed in SPCM, where photoconductive behavior is less significant. The considerable distance over which charge can be collected and the insensitivity of the decay length to applied bias (Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11) suggest that the decay is not the minority carrier diffusion length but instead reflect an increasing series resistance for excitation further away from the EG contact. In this case, a transmission line model (TLM, Figure 2.10e)\textsuperscript{49} can be applied to

![Figure 2.11. Localized excitation and AC/DC comparison. (a) Spatial dependence of DC and AC photocurrent as a function of distance from the mesa center at short circuit ($V_a=0$ V) and at reverse bias ($V_a=-0.2$ V, $-1.0$ V). DC values represent illuminated minus dark current at several locations graphically represented in (b). AC traces represent SPCM data averaged over all angles as a function of distance, and are scaled to match the peak DC photocurrent value at each voltage to facilitate comparison. Scalebar in (b) is 100 µm.](image)
describe the equivalent circuit in **Figure 2.1**. Here, we assume that currents are low enough that $R_{sh,QD/SiC}$ and $R_{s,QD}$ dominate the behavior, meaning the diodes have not turned on. Under these conditions the TLM predicts an exponential decay of photocurrent with distance from the EG mesa contact, with characteristic (1/e) length $L_T$: \[ L_T = \sqrt{\frac{\rho_{sh,QD/SiC}}{\rho_s,QD}} \left( \frac{t_{QD}}{\rho_{s,QD}} \right) \] (Equation 5)

where $t_{QD}$ is the thickness of the QD film, $\rho_s,QD$ is the (3D) resistivity of the QD film, and $\rho_{sh,QD/SiC}$ is a specific interface resistance at the QD/SiC interface, defined such that $R_{sh,QD/SiC} = \rho_{sh,QD/SiC}/A_{QD/SiC}$, with $A_{QD/SiC}$ the effective interface area. The SPCM maps in **Figure 2.11** give $L_T \approx 115 \, \mu m$ near $V_a = 0 \, V$. To approximate the effective interface area, we consider a ring of width $L_T$ surrounding the mesa of radius $r$ so that $A_{QD/SiC} = 2\pi rL_T + \pi L_T^2$. Using $R_{sh,QD/SiC} \approx 200 \, M\Omega$ (**Figure 2.1**), $\rho_{sh,QD/SiC} \approx 260 \, k\Omega \cdot cm^2$, $t_{QD} \approx 90 \, nm$, and solving eq 3 for $\rho_s,QD$ gives $\rho_s,QD \approx 18 \, k\Omega \cdot cm$, which is consistent with lateral $I-V$.
measurements of the resistance between two neighboring EG mesas, conducting through the QD film (Figure 2.12).

In measurements of PbS QD films prepared using the same procedure on insulating substrates\textsuperscript{51}, we found ohmic contacts to evaporated top electrodes composed of high-workfunction metals, notably Au, in addition to remarkable optoelectronic responses in standalone PbS QD devices. Taken together, these observations identify the PbS QD film as a p-type semiconductor. Considering that field-effect hole mobilities $\mu \sim 10^{-3} \text{ cm}^2/(\text{V} \cdot \text{s})$ have been reported for EDT-capped PbS QD films\textsuperscript{12}, the bulk resistivity identified from $L_T$ corresponds to a hole concentration $\sim 10^{17}-10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ in the present case.

Based on the above insights, there are design considerations that emerge for making practical solar cells and detectors from hybrid QD/EG/SiC devices: First, the highest $I_{ph}$ comes from the QD/SiC junction, and designs should aim to maximize the incident light on this junction while maintaining charge collection via contacts. In this study, the EG forms an effective ohmic contact to EDT-terminated PbS, while forming a Schottky junction to the SiC substrate with a very high shunt resistance. The observation of minimal charge separation at the PbS QD-EG junction is consistent with some previous work on PbS QD-EG that found photoinduced charge transfer to be localized to the first few QD layers\textsuperscript{29}, but we also observe lateral charge transport within the QD film over large distances. This indicates that EG electrodes in an interdigitated or grid structure separated by $\sim L_T$ could maximize both light absorption and charge collection. Third, the QD film thickness affects light absorption and charge transport but has not been optimized in the present devices. Films thinner than the diffusion length of carriers
will collect the majority of photogenerated carriers, but if too thin, surface recombination effects may suppress charge collection, particularly given the observed recombination in the presence of the QD film. The measured absorbance of \( \sim 0.1 \text{ AU} \) at \( \lambda = 655 \text{ nm} \) for the 90 nm thick film indicates an absorption length \( \alpha^{-1} \approx 390 \text{ nm} \). Assuming \( L_T^2 \) scales linearly with \( t_{QD} \) as described by the TLM model in equation 3, a larger \( t_{QD} \) could enable a larger pitch between contacts. Finally, the measured lifetime \( \sim 40 \text{ ms} \) at short circuit would yield an electron diffusion length of \( \sim 10 \mu\text{m} \) for a typical carrier mobility \( (\mu) \) of \( \sim 10^{-3} \text{ cm}^2/(\text{V} \cdot \text{s}) \) in PbS-EDT. Independent measurement of carrier mobilities and diffusion lengths in QD films as a function of surface passivation and film deposition methods is an important target for future study.

2.3: CONCLUSION

We have shown that by integrating cheaply synthesized and tunable PbS QDs with a wide bandgap support, visible and IR functionality can be achieved in contexts previously not envisioned. By using QD films with EG/SiC Schottky diodes, we demonstrate photovoltaic action from IR to UV, both above and below the bandgap of SiC. The below-bandgap photovoltaic action is due to the formation of a parallel QD/SiC diode at the edge of the EG mesa, displaying above bandgap photovoltaic action. Because of the unoptimized nature of the QD/SiC interface, the specific interface resistance limits the open circuit voltage, attributed to trapping at the interface. Improvements can be made by increasing charge separation at the QD/SiC interface through optimized band alignment and surface treatment, reducing the resistivity of the QD film and increasing its thickness while maintaining a sufficiently large diffusion length. Importantly, new strategies are emerging for deposition of wide-bandgap materials of high quality.
including SiC\textsuperscript{54} as well as patterning of EG films of sufficient quality to display quantum
transport behavior.\textsuperscript{29,55} With these insights, useful photovoltaic devices and
photodetectors may be realized for QD/EG/SiC hybrid architectures, particularly in the
IR, where wide-bandgap materials’ advantages cannot often be exploited.

2.4: EXPERIMENTAL

**Materials:** All reagents for synthesis were used as received. Lead (II) oxide (PbO, 99.9 %), anhydrous acetonitrile (ACN, 99.8 %), anhydrous toluene (99.8 %), and 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT, 98 %) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Bis(trimethylsilyl) sulfide ((TMS)\textsubscript{2}S, 95 %) and 1-octadecene (ODE, 90 %) were purchased from Acros Organics. Molecular sieves (4Å) were purchased from Mallinckrodt and activated by heating under vacuum prior to transferring into a nitrogen glovebox.

For purification, methyl acetate (MeOAc, 99 %) was purchased from Millipore Sigma and dried under activated molecular sieves in a nitrogen glovebox following degassing under partial vacuum. Polystyrene Bio Beads (S-X1, 200-400 mesh) were purchased from Biorad. Bio-Beads were used to pack a GPC column following Shen et al.\textsuperscript{1} with modifications as follows. Bio-Beads were swollen under ambient conditions with toluene. Next, toluene was evacuated from the swollen Bio-beads under partial vacuum and the medium was transferred to a nitrogen glovebox. The Bio-Beads were swollen a second time in the glovebox with anhydrous toluene and used to prepare the purification column following Shen et al.\textsuperscript{8}

**QD synthesis, purification, and analysis:** Oleate-capped, colloidal PbS quantum dots (QD) were synthesized following a reported method with slight modifications, as follows\textsuperscript{9,14}. The as-synthesized QDs were initially purified by precipitation and
redissolution (PR) using dried MeOAc and anhydrous toluene under air-free conditions. The sample was then dried under partial vacuum, transferred to a nitrogen glovebox, and re-dispersed in anhydrous toluene. QDs were then purified by gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) in the glovebox using reported methods. An estimated concentration of 20-30 mg/mL for the GPC-purified QDs in anhydrous toluene was achieved by volume reduction under partial vacuum. The sample was filtered through a syringe filter (0.1 μm PTFE membrane) prior to the deposition of thin films.

Routine absorbance spectra were obtained on a Cary 5000 UV-vis-NIR spectrometer in dual beam mode. For samples in solution, a quartz cuvette with a path length of 1 cm was used. For thin films, glass slides were used as substrates on a solid sample holder.

**Epitaxial substrates:** All SiC substrates used for epitaxial growth were highly doped (~10¹⁹) n⁺ 4H-SiC 8° offcut, diced into 1 x 1 cm² samples from a 3-inch wafer purchased from Cree (www.cree.com). The substrates were degreased with organic solvents, deoxidized with hydrofluoric acid and rinsed with de-ionized water before being blown dry with Argon for growth.

**Formation of QD films by spin coating:** QD thin films were deposited following a layer-by-layer (LBL) spin coating and ligand exchange procedure using EDT as the exchange ligand. In a typical thin film, formation of a layer of the LBL ligand-exchanged film was conducted as follows. First, ~15-25 μL of GPC-purified PbS QDs in anhydrous toluene (20-30 mg/mL) were deposited on a rotating substrate at 3000 rpm in a nitrogen glovebox. Next, 3 drops of an EDT/anhydrous ACN solution (1 % v/v) were administered to the rotating substrate followed by 2 drops of anhydrous ACN and anhydrous toluene.
Solvent was allowed to dry on the rotating substrate between each step for approximately 30 seconds. For films deposited on glass or SiO2/Si substrates, the substrates were cleaned by successive sonication in detergent/deionized water, acetone, isopropyl alcohol, ethanol, and deionized water prior to film deposition.

**Light Dependent Measurements:** Photocurrent measurements under wide area and localized illumination were performed to evaluate infrared sensitivity and confirm the mode of operation of the devices. To evaluate the spectral response from UV and visible, light from a xenon source was passed through a monochromator to select wavelengths 250-700 nm, with a bandwidth of 5 nm. The optical power at each wavelength was measured with a commercial Si photodiode. Transient and noise measurements were conducted with the ground current routed through a trans-impedance preamplifier to convert the current to a voltage displayed on an oscilloscope. Noise spectra were obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the dark current signal. The NIR response was probed using a series of red and NIR LEDs at calibrated optical power densities.

**Conductivity Measurements on Insulating Substrates:** PbS-EDT films were deposited on Si/SiO2 substrates as described above. Au metal contacts were evaporated on top of the film through a shadow mask, forming devices 50 nm thick and 4 cm wide at various spacings of 200-400 μm. Contact pads were gently probed with flexible tungsten microprobes to avoid damage to films. Measurements at low bias (<1 V) displayed linear $I-V$ relationships with resistance proportional to contact separation, characteristic of ohmic contacts.
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CHAPTER 3: SPATIALLY RESOLVED FOURIER TRANSFORM IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY: A TECHNIQUE TO RAPIDLY CHARACTERIZE INTERFACES, APPLIED TO A QD/SiC HETEROJUNCTION

3.1: INTRODUCTION

This work describes the results of our ongoing collaborative efforts with the M. V. S. Chandrashekhar laboratory at the University of South Carolina. We demonstrate a technique to quickly build and spatially map the frequency response of optoelectronic devices. The transfer function of a linear system is the Fourier transform of its impulse response. Such an impulse response is obtained from transient photocurrent measurements of devices such as photodetectors and solar cells. We introduce and apply Fourier Transform Impedance Spectroscopy (FTIS) to a PbS colloidal quantum dot (QD)/SiC heterojunction photodiode and validate the results using intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy. Cutoff frequencies in the devices were as high as ~10kHz, showing their utility in advanced thin film and flexible electronics. The practical frequencies for FTIS lie in the mHz-kHz range, ideal for composite materials such as QD films that are dominated by interfacial trap states. These can lead to characteristic lengths for charge collection ~20-500 μm dominated by transmission line effects, rather than

---

intrinsic diffusion and drift length scales, enabling extraction of interfacial capacitances and series/parallel resistances.

Rapid characterization of junction parameters and film properties is crucial for optimizing optoelectronic devices. This is particularly relevant for novel materials and thin film devices such as colloidal quantum dot (QD) photovoltaics and mixed-dimensional heterostructures, where interfaces and structural imperfections can dominate.\textsuperscript{26,57,58} In this regard, frequency domain and time domain characterization methods are commonly employed to obtain information on defects\textsuperscript{59}, trapping\textsuperscript{60}, and recombination\textsuperscript{61}, making them valuable tools for such purposes. Most commonly, impedance spectroscopy (IS) is an appealing nondestructive ensemble technique performed in the frequency domain. An IS experiment is undertaken by applying a sinusoidal input voltage to the sample and measuring the output sinusoidal current response as a function of frequency. By modeling the device with equivalent circuit elements, details on resistive and capacitive quantities, such as the series resistance or charge transfer resistances of solar photovoltaics\textsuperscript{62–64} can be obtained. From quantities such as these, IS is used to optimize devices by studying these characteristics sensitivity to device parameters, such as contact metals or chemical modifications to active layers. Intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) is a closely related technique to IS that employs light-induced perturbations at varying frequency to extract information on resistive and capacitive elements and charge transport processes within an optoelectronic device.

Despite the merits of these frequency domain methods, characterizing composite materials holds challenges. For example, IS and IMPS require small signals to be
linearized with circuit elements, presenting a tradeoff in terms of signal level with accuracy. In addition, for low dimensional materials such as QDs, capacitive elements manifesting from trap states and interfaces impart slow device bandwidths and necessitate low frequency perturbations, compounding the experimental run time. These challenges are also encountered in scanning measurement techniques such as scanning photoinduced impedance spectroscopy and scanning IMPS methods, where the appeal of establishing spatial correlation with localized impedances are hindered by the time investment of multiple scans in the low frequency regime.

Beyond the frequency domain methods of IS and IMPS, pure time domain techniques such as deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) or current-deep level transient spectroscopy (i-DLTS) provide information on trap states, but they require temperature dependent measurements, which are time-consuming and challenging. Due to the tradeoffs and time required for these techniques, exploring alternative methods to characterize interfaces in a rapid manner are useful.

Here, we introduce a method in the time domain to quickly build the frequency response of a device by computing the Fourier transform of a transient photocurrent. In any linear, time invariant system (or any system that can be linearized by operating at small signals), the output response, $x_{out}(t)$ to an input signal, $x_{in}(t)$ is characterized in the time domain by the impulse response $h(t)$, which is the output when the input is a Dirac delta function, $\delta(t)$. The output $x_{out}(t)$ is given by the convolution of $x_{in}(t)$ with $h(t)$,

$$x_{out}(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} x_{in}(t - \tau) h(\tau) d\tau \ (Equation \ 6)$$

For a sinusoidal input, $x_{in}(t) = \exp(j\omega t)$, the output can be written as:
\[ x_{out}(t) = \exp(j\omega t) \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \exp(-j\omega \tau) h(\tau) d\tau \quad (Equation \ 7a) \]

\[ x_{out}(t) = H(\omega)x_{in}(t) \quad (Equation \ 7b) \]

so that the system is represented in the frequency domain by the transfer function \( H(\omega) \), which is shown to be the Fourier transform of the broadband impulse response \( h(t) \), i.e.

\[ H(\omega) = \mathcal{F}(h(t)) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \exp(-j\omega \tau) h(\tau) d\tau \quad (Equation \ 8) \]

In practice, it is difficult to generate an impulse input. Using the linearity of the devices under study, we instead use the step response, \( s(t) \), which is the output for a unit step input, \( u(t) \), provided by turning an electrical or an optical source on (or off). Just as \( \delta(t) \) is the derivative of \( u(t) \), the impulse response, \( h(t) \) is computed by:

\[ h(t) = \frac{ds(t)}{dt} \quad (Equation \ 9) \]

Once \( h(t) \) is obtained, the frequency response \( H(\omega) \) is directly known via a numerical Fourier transform (Figure 3.1). The frequency limits of this measurement are determined by how quickly \( x_{out} \) can be measured. If the transient is sampled every \( T_s \approx 1 \text{ ms} \) (i.e. sampling frequency of 1 kHz) a high frequency Nyquist limit \( f_{max} = 1/2T_s \approx 500 \text{ Hz} \) is obtained. The lower frequency limit, \( f_{min} \) is determined by the overall transient acquisition time. For an acquisition time \( T_a \) of 10 s at \( T_s = 1 \text{ ms} \), the total number of samples is \( T_a/T_s = 104 \), giving \( f_{min} = f_{max}/(T_a/2T_s) = 0.1 \text{ Hz} \), where the extra factor of 2 arises from negative frequencies for real signals\(^{71}\). A comparable measurement in the frequency domain would require at least 10 cycles for each frequency point, leading to >100s for just the 0.1 Hz point alone, underscoring the greater speed of FTIS. This is because the pulse that generates \( s(t) \) is broadband i.e. contains a large range of frequencies by Fourier’s theorem\(^{71}\).
These ranges are ideal for characterizing polymer and composite materials with typical response times in the ms-mins range\textsuperscript{11,57,73}. The low frequency range is particularly tantalizing given the challenges in generating stable waveform inputs at low frequencies and small amplitudes\textsuperscript{71} using mechanical chopping, or digital modulation for photoexcitation. In our measurements, typical photocurrent signal levels for transient measurements lie in the nA-µA range, whereas higher frequency measurements provide pA level currents\textsuperscript{26}, requiring sensitive lock-in techniques.

**Figure 3.1:** Fourier Transform Impedance Spectroscopy concept graphic. Graphic illustrating the application of Fourier theorem and the transformation to achieve the frequency response from (a) an impulse response and (b) a step-up response.

The higher overall signal levels in the FTIS technique presents another advantage. Fourier transforms have been used in infrared\textsuperscript{74}, Raman\textsuperscript{75}, and electrochemical impedance\textsuperscript{76} spectroscopies owing to the same data acquisition speed and other advantages outlined here. Fourier transform methods have also been applied to voltage...
and optical step function excitation of polymer solar cells, but is here combined with localized excitation to isolate a single planar interface by probing lateral signal propagation.

**Figure. 3.2:** QD/EG/SiC device schematic for FTIS studies. (a) Equivalent circuit diagram of the QD/EG/SiC hybrid device with the QD/SiC interface outlined by the dashed box. Diode elements and associated photocurrents are also indicated. (b) Transmission line model showing series impedances of the QD film and shunt impedances and shunt capacitances for the QD/SiC interface, per unit width.

### 3.2: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We targeted QD/SiC photodiodes as a representative test platform to apply this transient Fourier technique. We have recently demonstrated that p-type PbS QDs can form an IR-sensitive photodiode junction with an n-type single crystal SiC substrate. As shown in **Figure 3.2a**, our device includes epitaxial graphene (EG) electrodes, grown on the substrate prior to QD deposition as an effective ohmic contact to the QD film. The
EG forms a Schottky contact to the SiC, such that current at reverse bias (and small forward bias) is dominated by the QD/SiC junction. PbS QD/SiC junctions with epitaxial graphene (EG) electrodes are formed upon deposition of the QD layer. Previously, we showed that these devices exhibit photoresponses determined by the PbS QD’s effective bandgap, while the effective transport length is the transfer length ($L_T$) of the QD/SiC heterojunction, determined by transmission line effects rather than diffusion/drift, from which we determined the shunt and sheet resistances\(^7\). Because $L_T$ extends to many microns at low frequency, we are able to selectively excite the QD/SiC interface in spatially resolved FTIS measurements. We demonstrate that, in this manner, FTIS can be used to additionally obtain the junction capacitance. We validate FTIS independently with IMPS, yielding cutoff frequencies in the ~10 kHz regime. The bandwidth of EG/SiC heterostructures\(^25,77\) and QD detectors\(^78\) is such that scanning FTIS offers a substantial speed advantage in accomplishing the measurement.

![Figure 3.3](image.png)

**Figure 3.3:** PbS QD characterization. (a) absorbance spectrum of GPC-purified, colloidal PbS QDs in octane. (b) 1H NMR spectrum of the QDs in d-8 toluene with ferrocene internal standard.

PbS QDs with an effective bandgap of ~927 nm (~1.3 eV, diameter ~3 nm) were synthesized as reported in\(^14\) The QDs were then purified using gel permeation chromatography,\(^7–9,35\) arriving at an oleate surface ligand population of ~110/QD as
determined by NMR (Figure 3.3), consistent with PbS QDs prepared from colloidal PbO precursor methods. The diameter was estimated from a sizing curve based on the lowest-energy excitonic absorption peak. Using a n⁺ 4HSiC substrate with an n-type epilayer, EG/n-SiC Schottky diodes were grown and then patterned by photolithography. The state of the devices was characterized prior to QD deposition (Figure 3.4) by spot I-V measurements and scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) at 444 nm, with results consistent with our previous report. A layer-by-layer spin coating process (3 cycles total, in a nitrogen filled glovebox) was used to deposit a QD film and accomplish ligand exchange with 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT) to form the QD/EG/SiC hybrid device structure. Atomic force microscopy was taken in the same manner as before. Spot I-Vs, FTIS, and IMPS were acquired in the same manner as for the bare EG/SiC control. FTIS with spot illumination was undertaken as follows. Devices were held under a
constant bias with the digitally modulated 444 nm diode laser defocused to form a ~25 μm spot size through an objective lens (20x, 0.42 NA). Photocurrent was routed through a current preamplifier to a digital oscilloscope to record transients. For comparison, IMPS spectra with spot illumination were obtained by routing photocurrent through a current preamplifier to a network analyzer. FTIS, IMPS, and spot $I-V$s were conducted under the same illumination conditions and locations under ambient conditions.

Figure 3.5: Spot $I-V$s and photocurrent transients. (a) Static $I-V$ curves with spot illumination at 444 nm (~186 μW). Inset shows the device schematic and general spot illumination regions for $I-V$s, FTIS, and IMPS measurements. (b) Normalized 20 V reverse bias photocurrent transients under the same spot illumination intensity and locations. Inset shows transients on a semilogarithmic scale.

Figure 3.5 shows static $I-V$ curves of the QD/EG/SiC photodiodes in the dark, and under illumination at various distances from the edge of the ~250 μm diameter EG electrode. The DC photocurrent decreases away from the EG electrode edge. A traditional explanation would attribute this decay to charge collection near the electrode. However, in our previous paper, we demonstrated that this was due to transmission line effects instead. The characteristic length scale for a transmission line is $L_T$ which describes the transfer of electrical current across an electrical interface. For a
lumped element resistance-conductance-capacitance (RGC) transmission line model (Figure 3.2b)\textsuperscript{50,80}

\[
\frac{1}{L_T} = \sqrt{r_s \left( \frac{1}{r_{sh}} + j \omega c_{sh} \right)} = \sqrt{\frac{\rho_{QD}}{t_{QD}} \left( \frac{1}{R_{sh,QD/SiC}} + j\omega C_{sh,QD/SiC} \right)} \quad (Equation 10)
\]

where \(\rho_{QD}\) is the 3D resistivity of the QD film, and \(t_{QD}\) is the thickness of the QD film.

Shunting conductances denoted by \(G\) in the RGC model are represented here by resistive elements per \(G=1/R\), with \(R_{sh,QD/SiC}\) specifying the specific shunt resistance at the QD/SiC interface (in \(\Omega\cdot\text{cm}^2\)), and \(C_{sh,QD/SiC}\) as the specific areal shunting capacitance (in \(\text{F} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2}\)).

At low frequencies, shunting capacitances are open circuits, and only the resistances are needed to quantify \(L_T\) as in our prior work.\textsuperscript{7} At high frequencies, the capacitances short out and dominate current flow through the QD/SiC junction, leading to shorter \(L_T\). The cutoff angular frequency \(\omega_c = (R_{sh,QD/SiC}C_{sh,QD/SiC})^{-1}\), at which the phase change is 22.5 degrees for transmission lines, rather than the 45 degrees for a proper single pole response.\textsuperscript{71}

In the low frequency regime, using \(t_{QD} \sim 140\) nm (Figure 3.6), \(L_T \sim 270\) \(\mu\)m from SPCM (Figure 3.7) as defining the active device area, and the total shunt resistance \(R_{sh}\) \sim 270 \(\text{M}\Omega\) from \(I-V\) measurements (Figure 3.5a) of the QD/EG/SiC device, we obtain a \(R_{sh,QD/SiC} \sim 1.2\) \(\text{M}\Omega\)-\(\text{cm}^2\), larger than the 260 \(\text{k}\Omega\)-\(\text{cm}^2\) obtained in our previous work. The extracted \(\rho_{QD}\) of \sim 22 \(\text{k}\Omega\)-\(\text{cm}\) was comparable to our previous report with larger PbS QDs (4.5nm diameter).\textsuperscript{7}

The comparable \(\rho_{QD}\), but \sim 5x larger \(R_{sh,QD/SiC}\) suggests the formation of a cleaner QD/SiC interface. The ligand exchange conditions could have facilitated this. A systematic study by Kirmani\textsuperscript{81} indicated optimal conditions for solid-state exchanged PbS
QD (3.2 nm size) films with EDT included ligand solution concentrations ~0.01 % v/v. The ligand concentration here was lower (~0.4 % v/v) than our previous work (1 % v/v) with larger QDs. We speculate that implementing a more optimal ligand exchange process and better infilling by smaller QDs on the rough (~10 nm rms) SiC surface facilitated the formation of a superior QD/SiC junction.

Figure 3.6: QD film structural data. (a) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the PbS QD film deposited on the EG/SiC substrate. (b) AFM image and line profile used to extract the QD film thickness.

Photocurrent transients at 20 V reverse bias for each location displayed in Figure 3.5 show multi-exponential decays, as observed previously. These decays increased distinctly in lifetime with distance from the EG edge. Although variations in photocurrent decays have been affiliated with localized defects in transient photocurrent mapping reports on organic photovoltaics, we do not attribute the increase in decay times to such imperfections given the broadly homogeneous decay of the SPCM signal (Figure 3.7) from the EG edge. We reason that the increase in photocurrent decay times with distance indicated an increasing series resistance in the QD film (Figure 2), consistent with our
past report. Contributions to the photoresponse from absorption in the underlying SiC substrate were negligible: in bare EG/SiC devices (Figure 3.8), a low but nonzero

**Figure 3.7:** QD/EG/SiC SPCM image. The QD/EG/SiC device was held under 20 V reverse bias with 444 nm excitation (~186 µW) modulated at 77 Hz. The white scalebar is 50 µm. The black dotted hemispherical outline indicates the edge of the ~250 µm diameter EG mesa probed for contact, and grey dotted lines indicate the location of the tungsten probe.

photocurrent transient with lifetime <0.1 ms off the edge of the EG mesa region was observed, contrasting with larger photocurrent and relatively longer lifetimes (~2 ms) observed in QD/EG/SiC hybrids.

The Fourier transform of photocurrent transients was used to obtain corresponding frequency responses of the QD/SiC devices. **Figure 3.9** and **Figure 3.11** show the frequency dependence measured explicitly by IMPS (~90 s for each measurement), and that extracted from FTIS (< 3.5 s for each measurement) overlaid.
Figure 3.8: Raw transients of bare EG/SiC and QD/EG/SiC devices. (a) bare EG/SiC device transients with 444 nm excitation (~460 µW). (b) QD/EG/SiC device transients with 444 nm excitation (~186 µW). Both devices were held at 20 V reverse bias with localized photoexcitation as indicated in the legend. Green and red shading indicate illuminated and non-illuminated states, respectively.

Figure 3.9: IMPS and FTIS comparison. Spatially resolved photocurrent by IMPS and FTIS at 20 V reverse bias with 444 nm excitation (~186 µW). (a, top) shows the IMPS spot 2 spectra overlaid with the FTIS spectrum, with (a, bottom) displaying the corresponding phase spectra. (b) IMPS heat map showing position dependent photocurrent magnitude. (c) FTIS heat map. Magnitude spectra in (a-c) are normalized at low frequency for clarity.
The two methods have excellent agreement both in magnitude and phase, showing the simplicity, accuracy, and speed of FTIS over more complex traditional frequency domain techniques. The frequency response of the bare EG/SiC photodiode was consistent for both FTIS and IMPS (Figure 3.10). Notably, the f3dB bandwidth of both bare and QD/SiC photodiodes was ~10 kHz, comparable to other heterostructure optoelectronics employing low dimensional materials.73,78

**Figure 3.10:** Frequency response of a bare EG/SiC and a QD/EG/SiC device. (a) shows FTIS and IMPS magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) spectra for a bare ~175 µm diameter EG/SiC device at 20 V reverse bias. (b) shows FTIS and IMPS magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) spectra for a QD/EG/SiC device (~250 µm diameter EG mesa) at 20 V reverse bias. Both devices were illuminated in the EG mesa region with a 444 nm diode laser. Magnitude spectra are normalized at low frequency.

Spatial and frequency dependencies obtained by the two methods are combined in Figure 3.9b-c. The $L_T$ for each frequency is the distance that the signal decreases to $1/e$, or a power loss of $1/e^2$ (i.e. $20 \cdot \log_{10}(e) = -8.7 \text{ dB}$) from the EG mesa edge.50,80 The trend is shown in both IMPS and FTIS where low and high frequencies correspond to resistive
and capacitive dominated regimes, respectively. Bias-dependent mapping of the QD/EG/SiC photodiode frequency response was employed to characterize capacitive elements. Figure 3.14 shows $L_T$ extracted from Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.12 plotted as a function of frequency for 3 different QD/SiC photodiode biases, with overlaid lines indicating fits

![Figure 3.11](image-url)

**Figure 3.11**: FTIS and IMPS spectra for 20 V reverse bias. Panels (a)-(h) display magnitude and phase spectra for spots 1-8. Solid blue lines and dotted red lines correspond to FTIS and IMPS spectra, respectively. Spectra are normalized at low frequency. Spot locations and measurement conditions correspond to data illustrated in Figure 3.5.

from Equation 5 to obtain the QD/SiC specific junction capacitances. We infer a decrease in $C_{sh,QD/SiC}$ with increasing reverse bias. We note that slower device transients with increasing reverse bias (Figure 3.13) were observed. Although such behavior is atypical of photodiodes, we attribute the observation to an increase in the device area and via $L_T$
(Figure 3.13, Figure 3.12). Given that $C_{sh,QD/SiC}$ decreases with increased reverse bias, it suggests that the key capacitance is the geometric depletion capacitance arising primarily from depletion in the n-SiC epitaxial layer. We do not see excess

Figure 3.12: Bias dependent, spatially resolved IMPS heat maps. (a), (b), and (c) correspond to IMPS measurements taken at 20 V, 10 V, and 5 V reverse bias, respectively. Raw magnitude values are shown.
capacitance from trapping effects in the PbS CQD film, indicating that ligand-exchange\textsuperscript{81,84}, and packing density\textsuperscript{10} have been well optimized. For the SiC geometrical

![Figure 3.13: Bias dependent photocurrent transients for a QD/EG/SiC device. Transients correspond to the spot location at the off-mesa edge region. Inset shows decays on a semilogarithmic scale. Decays are normalized for clarity.](image)

\[ C_{sh,sp} = \frac{\varepsilon_{SiC} \cdot \varepsilon_0}{\sqrt{2 \cdot \varepsilon_{SiC} \cdot \varepsilon_0 \frac{q \cdot N_d}{1 + V_R}}} \quad (Equation 11) \]

which produces a value slightly (~50\%) larger than experimental capacitance. The discrepancies may be due to: i) uncertainty in the SiC epitaxial layer doping extracted by capacitance-voltage at 100kHz, and/or ii) the use of a one-dimensional approximation for the TLM, which may become inaccurate at distances much greater than the device radius.

Despite these uncertainties, the TLM model enabled the conclusive identification of
geometrical capacitance as the limiting factor in the bandwidth of the CQD/EG/SiC photodiode. This is consistent with findings here and our previous results\(^7\), where SPCM at frequencies (~77-113 Hz) well below the cutoff ~10kHz (Figure 3.9) enabled us to safely treat the capacitances in the TLM as open circuits.

![Figure 3.14](image)

**Figure 3.14:** Extraction of the QD/SiC junction capacitance. Extracted transfer lengths (LT) as a function of frequency for 20 V (▲), 10 V (■), and 5 V (○) reverse bias conditions in a QD/EG/SiC hybrid device.

Key device features of the QD/EG/SiC hybrid studied here suggest the formation of a cleaner interface between the assembled QD film and underlying crystalline SiC layer than in our previous work. Response (fall) times for this device were less than ~2 ms, over an order of magnitude faster. However, lower responsivities were observed, suggesting lower trap assisted photoconductive gain at the heterojunction.\(^{11,23,66,85}\) Finally, the fivefold larger \(R_{sd, QD/SiC}\) than previously\(^7\) signifies a superior interface with
reduced shunting conductance from traps.\textsuperscript{23,85} Ultimately, these results highlight the importance of nanocrystal preparation (e.g. purification\textsuperscript{4,8}, film assembly\textsuperscript{81}) for combining solution processed materials with single crystal substrates\textsuperscript{85,86} to form clean heterojunctions. This is particularly attractive for wide bandgap (WBG) platforms, where dual functionality of the WBG material as an optical window and photoactive layer could be used in fast devices compatible with multiple wavelengths. Given notable advances in micropatterning\textsuperscript{87–90} and inkjet printing\textsuperscript{91} for solution processed materials, monolithic photonics with pixel densities rapidly optimized by $L_T$ through FTIS to balance sensitivity and bandwidth can be envisioned.

\textbf{Figure 3.15:} Concept graphic for strip-contact photovoltaics with printable or paintable QD layers. Stripe contacts shown underneath the red QD film. Existing photovoltaic technologies such as stripe contact Si p-n heterojunctions are envisioned as a possible platform to leverage FTIS to achieve maximal charge collection upon deposition of bandgap engineered, solution-processed layers.

\textbf{3.3: CONCLUSION}

The proof-of-concept scanning FTIS technique presented here demonstrates that rapid spatial mapping of composite interfaces is possible. The method may be used for
the extraction of characteristic lengths and interfacial properties, making it particularly advantageous as a rapid diagnostic method to merge speed, accuracy, and spatial registry vs. conventional time domain techniques. In the present case, a smaller area ohmic contact (EG) is used to extract current from a larger area QD/SiC rectifying junction.

FTIS revealed the SiC geometric capacitance at the QD/SiC heterojunction to be the primary limiting factor of the device bandwidth. This was achieved without evaporation of a top contact, typically an architectural necessity in planar QD systems. Using small PbS QDs, we find that our QD/SiC interface is superior to our previous report, possibly due to favorable post-synthetic purification\textsuperscript{4,8} and/or ligand exchange.\textsuperscript{81} These findings underscore the ability to form clean junctions to single crystals with chemically prepared QDs. We anticipate that FTIS is applicable to other complex interfaces, including scalable solar cells and photodetectors with stripe contacts (Figure 3.15) that diminish the need for transparent conductors, making it valuable beyond the platform studied here.

3.4: EXPERIMENTAL

Estimation of $C_{sh,QD/SiC}$: To estimate the geometric depletion capacitance, we model the QD/SiC interface as a one sided, p+n abrupt heterojunction\textsuperscript{92} per the higher carrier concentrations ($\sim 10^{16}$-$10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$) in the $p$-type PbS QD film\textsuperscript{12} over the underlying $n$-type SiC epilayer ($\sim 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$). We use the expression for junction capacitance

$$C = \frac{\varepsilon_{SiC} \cdot \varepsilon_0}{W}$$ (Equation 12)

, where $\varepsilon_{SiC}$ is the relative permittivity of silicon carbide, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of vacuum, and $W$ is the depletion width in SiC. For a one-sided abrupt junction, the expression for $W$ is
\[ W = \sqrt{\frac{2 \cdot \varepsilon_{\text{SiC}} \cdot \varepsilon_0}{q \cdot N_D}} (V_{bi} - V_R) \] (Equation 13)

where \( q \) is the fundamental electronic charge, \( N_D \) is the donor carrier density, \( V_R \) is the applied reverse bias potential, and \( V_{bi} \) is the built-in voltage at the interface, taken to be \(~1 \text{ eV}\) for the bare surface barrier of SiC.
CHAPTER 4: DEVELOPMENT OF LEAD-FREE QUANTUM DOT INKS AND OPTOELECTRONICS

4.1: INTRODUCTION

As introduced in other earlier chapters, colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have garnered great interest for next generation solar cells and photodetectors in recent decades due to their size tunable optical properties, compatibility with solution processing, and applicability to flexible substrates. These favorable characteristics engender the realization of low cost and scalable devices with architectures inaccessible to conventional crystalline semiconductors. Although lead and cadmium chalcogenide QDs are the most widely studied and well-understood types of QDs, the advancement of environmentally friendly alternatives is crucial to minimize toxicity hazards and achieve compliance with regulatory directives. This chapter will introduce two thrusts of research: (1) the formulation of environmentally-benign AgBiS$_2$ quantum dot inks for the direct deposition of photoconductive thin films, and (2) the development of hybrid III-V quantum dot/graphene phototransistors for NIR photodetection.

4.2: AgBiS$_2$ QUANTUM DOT INKS AND PHOTOCONDUCTOR DEVICES

The ternary semiconductor AgBiS$_2$ is an appealing ecofriendly candidate for

---

optoelectronics. AgBiS$_2$ is a type I-III-VI semiconductor with a favorable characteristics for solar photovoltaics including a narrow bulk bandgap of $\sim$0.8 eV, a large absorption coefficient ($\sim$10$^5$ cm$^{-1}$), and giant dielectric constant ($\sim$10$^5$). AgBiS$_2$-based devices have demonstrated promising performance in recent studies. Notably, heterojunction solar photovoltaics with an AgBiS$_2$ active layer achieved a power conversion efficiency of 6.3 %, and hybrid AgBiS$_2$ QD/graphene phototransistors with responsivities of $\sim$10$^5$ A/W were reported. However, nearly all AgBiS$_2$ device reports to date have undertaken a solid-state ligand exchange (SSLE) step during film assembly to achieve conductive thin films. Although the native long-chain ligands terminating the surface of QDs maintain colloidal stability in nonpolar solvents after synthesis, the ligands function as electrically insulating media in assembled films and impede carrier collection, which limits the device performance. The ubiquitous strategy to overcome this is to replace the bulky ligands with shorter ligands, which reduces the separation distance between neighboring QDs and enhances electronic coupling, ultimately improving charge transport in the film. Although SSLE processes by spin coating are effective strategies in laboratory contexts, on larger scales throughput is limited by successive multilayer deposition iterations, which ensures that film continuity is maintained and not impinged by the stochastic formation of cracks and voids that emerge during SSLE steps. In addition, SSLE methods are completely incompatible with large area fabrication, underscoring its confinement to research settings. To achieve widespread deployment of QD-based devices, it is critical to develop solution-phase exchange approaches compatible with high output single-step deposition processes such as inkjet printing or spray coating.
Many approaches for solution-phase replacement of native, long chain, electrically insulating ligands at QD surfaces have been developed. In early work by the Kagan and Murray groups\(^\text{100}\), a flocculation-based method was utilized to exchange trioctylphosphine oxide or oleic acid ligands at semiconductor and metallic nanocrystal surfaces with thiocyanate ligands, with suspension in polar solvents such as dimethyl sulfoxide. Lateral thin film photodetectors of thiocyanate-capped CdSe QDs using this method achieved a photoconductivity as high as \(10^{-5} \ \Omega^{-1} \ \text{cm}^{-1}\).\(^\text{100}\) A flocculation-based approach was also applied to oleate capped PbSe QDs\(^\text{101}\), wherein treatment with ammonium halides yielded electrostatically stabilized dispersions in several polar solvents including \(N\)-methyl formamide, propylene carbonate, \(N,N\)-dimethyl formamide, \(N\)-methyl formamide, 

\[ \text{Figure 4.1: Schematic for } \text{AgBiS}_2 \text{ ink production and device fabrication. Formation of } \text{AgBiS}_2 \text{ QD synthesis, purification, phase transfer ligand exchange steps, and film formation are shown.} \]
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and formamide. The Talapin group utilized a phase transfer method to exchange native ligands at nanocrystal surfaces with short metal chalcogenide, halide, pseudohalide, and halometallate ligands. The method was successful in generating stable dispersions of metal chalcogenide QDs and was extended to III-V QDs and CdSe nanorods. In PbS QDs, direct mixing of ligand solutions with QDs capped with native ligands has proven successful with cinnamic acid derivatives as well as benzoic acid and 4-methylbenzoic acid. Solution phase exchange of oleate with functionalized arenethiolate ligands was also reported for PbS QDs, where a triethylammonium additive was employed to drive equilibrium toward generation of free thiolates and promote the displacement of bound oleate ligands. A two-step surface modification strategy was applied to InAs QDs to tune the absolute band edge energy levels in assembled films. Finally, a two-step cascade ligand treatment sequence was used to generate PbS QD inks suitable for bulk heterojunction solar photovoltaics in a recent report. By and large, phase transfer ligand exchange methods have dominated the QD solar photovoltaic domain, with lead halides most frequently used to stabilize n-type PbS QD inks and passivate the QD surfaces.

Although PbS QDs are the most widely studied semiconductor for QD optoelectronics, innovations in solution phase exchange techniques have been developed for ternary QDs as well. Choi et al. applied a phase transfer process to AgSbS2 QDs to generate stable dispersions in N-methyl formamide. Reinhold et al. applied a new strategy to CuInS2 nanoparticles by directly combining the dried particles with pure 4-methylbenzenethiol with subsequent dispersion in chlorobenzene. Very recently, the generation of AgBiS2 inks was demonstrated using halometallate-based ligands in a
phase transfer process, and the authors achieved power-conversion efficiencies as high as 4.08% in vertical photovoltaic devices.\textsuperscript{112} Inspired by recent advancements in producing ternary QD inks for optoelectronics, we sought a strategy to accelerate the generation of stable AgBiS\textsubscript{2} inks and investigate the fundamental properties and response of films in photodetection contexts. It was recently found that the addition of hydroiodic acid during PbS QD phase transfer ligand exchanges with lead halides strongly accelerated the transfer of QDs to the polar solvent phase.\textsuperscript{113} The hydroiodic acid served a dual functionality where it simultaneously behaved as a strong proton source to liberate bound olefin species and provided additional iodide ions to passivate the QD surface. However, despite the promising mechanism of the acid-assisted phase transfer exchange, strong acids such as hydroiodic acid pose nontrivial safety risks, and we were motivated to identify alternatives to apply to a ternary, environmentally benign QD system. Here, we find that the inclusion of a cinnamic acid derivative to ammonium halide ligand solutions dramatically accelerates the phase transfer ligand exchange process and yields stable colloidal inks. We assemble lateral thin film devices from the inks, study the fundamental conductivity and photoconductive behavior of the films by scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM), and find that fast (~ms) photoresponse times are achieved in simple photodetector devices.

Preparation of our AgBiS\textsubscript{2} ink was as follows (Figure 4.1). Oleate-capped AgBiS\textsubscript{2} QDs were synthesized following a reported colloidal method with slight modifications.\textsuperscript{96} The crude QD product was purified by a single precipitation-centrifugation-redispersion cycle under air-free conditions using low toxicity methyl acetate\textsuperscript{114} as the antisolvent with a final dispersion in octane. Figure 4.2a shows the
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of purified QDs overlaid with the calculated pattern for cubic AgBiS$_2$, confirming the structure and phase purity of the material. To generate ligand exchanged AgBiS$_2$ inks, a phase transfer process using NH$_4$I salts in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was adapted from the literature. In brief, ammonium iodide was dissolved in DMF at a concentration of ~34 g/mL. Purified QDs in octane (~7 mg/mL) were added to the DMF solution, and the biphasic mixture was shaken vigorously to facilitate complete transfer to the DMF phase. Notably, we found that the inclusion of trans-4-(trifluoromethyl) cinnamic acid (4-CF$_3$) to the ammonium iodide ligand solution rapidly accelerated the phase transfer process from over an hour to less than five seconds, similar to acid-assisted phase transfer processes with PbS QDs.

![Figure 4.2](image)

**Figure 4.2:** Structural information for AgBiS$_2$ QDs. (a) XRD patterns of phase-transferred AgBiS$_2$ QDs and calculated cubic AgBiS$_2$ reference (ICSD #AgBiS$_2$-1959). (b) TEM image of phase transferred AgBiS$_2$ QDs.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) confirmed the phase transfer to DMF while retaining nanoparticle form (Figure 4.2b), indicating that the phase transfer process has not caused significant agglomeration. We propose that the 4-CF$_3$ additive functions similarly to hydroiodic acid in phase transfer processes, where the acidic 4-CF$_3$ proton
liberates oleate ligands from the AgBiS\textsubscript{2} QDs and co-passivates the surfaces with iodide ligands.

**Figure 4.3:** Absorbance spectra of AgBiS\textsubscript{2} QDs. (a) Absorbance spectra of AgBiS\textsubscript{2} QDs pre-phase transfer (black) and post-phase transfer. Spectra are normalized to 400 nm and vertically offset for clarity. Inset: images of pre-phase transfer and post-phase transfer QDs showing transfer to the ligand-DMF phase. (b) Tauc plot of a AgBiS\textsubscript{2} QD film generated from the ink. The bandgap (E\textsubscript{g}) is obtained from linear extrapolation to the baseline. Inset: image of a phase-transferred AgBiS\textsubscript{2} film deposited on a transparent glass substrate.
The phase-transferred AgBiS2 QDs were also characterized by absorbance spectroscopy (Figure 4.3, 4.5). The pre- and post-phase transfer absorbance profiles of dispersed samples were free of obvious changes, signifying that the phase transfer did not diminish the optical properties of the AgBiS2 QDs. We also observed that the phase transferred AgBiS2 was relatively stable, as noted by the absorption profile of dispersed QDs after several days storage time shown in Figure 4.4, although aggregation occurred over a period of several days.

To obtain chemical information on the AgBiS2 ink, we employed scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental mapping. Figure 4.6a shows a scanning electron micrograph of a spin coated phase transfer film deposited onto a cleaned glass slide. We purposely chose this region of the sample to differentiate the film from the substrate, which was partially exposed by a scratch. The elemental maps for localized Ag, Bi, and S signals are consistent with the
SEM micrograph. Importantly, elemental maps for I and F confirmed the presence of iodine and fluorine as anticipated from the halide and 4-CF$_3$ ligands used for the phase transfer exchange. We also observed that thicker (thinner) regions of the film were clearly distinguished by relatively higher (lower) localized signals in the Ag, Bi, S, I, and F elemental maps. Finally, the higher intensity signal in the Si elemental map showed a clear contrast between regions holding the continuous film and the exposed underlying substrate, confirming that other signals originated from the deposition of the phase transferred AgBiS$_2$ QD film.

Having ascertained the optical and chemical characteristics of the phase transferred ink, simple two terminal devices were used to examine the optoelectronic responses of films cast from the AgBiS$_2$ ink. Glass substrates were cleaned by successive 5-minute sonication cycles in detergent, acetone, ethanol, and deionized water before blowing dry with N$_2$. Films were then deposited on the cleaned glass substrates under ambient conditions in a single spin coating deposition step. Metal top contacts were then evaporated directly onto the film through a shadow mask to define device regions.
Current-voltage ($I-V$) measurements at dc were taken to investigate the fundamental conductivity of the films and the dc photoresponse. From the dark $I-V$ curves of these lateral devices (Figure 4.7a), the conductivity ($\sigma$) was obtained by the relation $\sigma = \rho^{-1}$, with $\rho = R \cdot (A/L)$, $R$ is the resistance in ohms, $L$ is the channel length between contacts, and $A$ is the cross sectional film area defined by the film thickness and channel width. The $\sigma$ of films was $\sim 3 \times 10^{-7}$ S/cm, comparable to early PbS QD$^{12}$ films generated in SSLE processes with dithiols and recently published work on dip-coated, ternary NaBiS$_2$ QD thin films.$^{118}$ A modest photocurrent of $\sim 1$ nA at 10 V bias was observed under wide area steady-state illumination at 444 nm (power density $\sim 2.7$ mW/cm$^2$). High on/off ratios $\sim 20$ for the devices were observed from the photocurrent to dark current ratio.

![Figure 4.6: EDX spectroscopy of a phase transferred AgBiS$_2$ QD thin film. (a) shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image taken at the edge of the substrate region with a scratch for contrast. SEM-EDX elemental mapping images for (b) S, (c) Ag, (d) Bi, (e) I, (f) F, and (g) Si for the film view shown in (a). The elevated Si intensity in (g) at the location where the film has been scratched away arises from the underlying glass substrate.](image)

$I_{ph}/I_{dark} \sim 1$ nA/0.05 nA. Notably, the on/off ratios were relatively higher than lateral AgBiS$_2$ thin films formed from molecular precursors at higher temperatures and in multilayer deposition steps.$^{115,119}$
We employed SPCM to examine the localized photocurrent generation in our lateral AgBiS₂ devices. SPCM is a powerful imaging technique that has been used to reveal information on carrier collection and local device responses in PbS QD devices.\textsuperscript{120}

**Figure 4.7**: Optoelectronic characterization of AgBiS₂ QD thin films. (a) dark (black) and 444 nm-illuminated (red) \( I-V \) curves for a thin film device obtained from the NH₄I/4-CF3-AgBiS₂ ink. (b) SPCM of AgBiS₂ device (444 nm, 71 Hz). Black lines indicate electrode edges. Scalebar is 50 μm. Inset: optical microscope image of a lateral AgBiS₂ device showing Au contacts and the bridging AgBiS₂ film region; scalebar 100 μm. (c) Photocurrent transients taken on a thin film device at 10 V bias with 444 nm photoexcitation. (d) Transient at millisecond timescale.

**Figure 4.7b** shows a SPCM map of a AgBiS₂ device under 444 nm photoexcitation. We observed that the majority of photocurrent is generated within the channel region, indicative of photoconductive behavior.\textsuperscript{120} In the context of photodetection, consistent and repeatable responses to input stimuli are necessary to achieve. To examine the
reversibility and stability of our device photoresponses, we conducted photocurrent transient measurements on the devices. As displayed in Figure 4.7c, the reproducibility in the device response was evident in the photocurrent transients taken under 444 nm wide area illumination (power density ~6.7 mW/cm²), and consistent on/off ratios ~20 were maintained for several cycles. Another metric for photodetection contexts is the device response time. We found that our AgBiS₂ QD photoconductors were fast, with ~90% of the photocurrent decays occurring within <~4 ms as shown in Figure 4.7d. The fast response speed, high on/off ratio, and reversible photocurrent response highlight the promise of these environmentally benign AgBiS₂ inks for use in solution processed optoelectronics.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a method for the rapid generation of eco-friendly AgBiS₂ QD inks. A fast phase transfer process was used to generate the QD ink, and suspensions of the phase transferred QDs were colloidally stable for several days. We have shown that photoconductivity in thin films formed from the ligand exchanged nanocrystal ink may be achieved from a single deposition step, without the need for multiple layer-by-layer deposition cycles often implemented in QD devices. The lateral photoconductive devices formed from the inks showcase high on/off ratios and fast response times, highlighting the applicability in photodetection domain. Given the established role of surface ligands in tuning band edge energy levels in deposited films, we postulate that the inclusion of mild proton donating additives during phase transfer ligand exchange processes could offer benefits in both the processing time and tuning the electronic properties of QD films. Overall, this work provides encouraging evidence for further developments in environmentally benign ternary QD inks for
solution-processed optoelectronics, where the advantages in scalable deposition processes such as inkjet printing or spray coating may be realized to overcome limitations encountered in commonplace solid-state ligand exchange methods. We speculate that these findings could be applicable to QD materials beyond the AgBiS$_2$ studied here.

4.3: III-V QD/GRAPHENE PHOTOTRANSISTOR DEVELOPMENT

This section describes collaborative work undertaken during my 2019 research internship at Sungkyunkwan University in Suwon, South Korea under the advisement of Dr. Sohee Jeong with support by a National Science Foundation Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship (NSF IGERT) fellowship. During my stay, I had fortunate opportunities to collaborate with Dr. Munseok Jeong’s and Dr. Wan Ki Bae’s research teams as well as gain experience in III-V nanocrystal synthesis, purification, microfabrication, and spectroscopy. An overview of an interdisciplinary project that I worked on will be described herein.

As highlighted in earlier sections, there is strong motivation in the field to explore eco-friendly materials beyond widely studied semiconductors that contain lead, cadmium, and mercury. In NIR technologies, indium pnictogenides are appealing candidates over lead and mercury chalcogenides. Specifically, indium arsenide is a type III-V direct bandgap semiconductor that holds desirable characteristics for NIR optoelectronics including a low bulk bandgap of 0.35 eV and a low exciton binding energy of 1.87 meV that is comparable to the 4 meV exciton binding energy of PbS.\textsuperscript{121} In addition, the large hole effective mass ($m_h$) of 0.40 $m_h/m_0$ affords flexibility in synthetic control over the particle size and effective bandgap due to strong confinement of carriers.\textsuperscript{92} However, despite these attractive properties, the incorporation of InAs QDs in optoelectronics and
electronics has remained largely elusive in comparison to lead chalcogenides. These considerations motivated the work presented here, where we sought to study charge separation in InAs QD/graphene mixed-dimensional heterostructures and develop hybrid InAs QD/graphene phototransistors for amplified NIR photodetection, which was an interface unexplored at the time of this work.

For this work, we chose the colloidal synthetic method developed by Tamang et al.\textsuperscript{122} and Song et al.\textsuperscript{106} due to the capacity to achieve high quality InAs QDs with narrow size distributions via precise control over the particle sizes by continuous flow injection. Oleate-capped InAs QDs with an effective bandgap of \(~1.1\) eV (Figure 4.8) were synthesized and purified them in a multi-step precipitation-based method\textsuperscript{106} en route to surface modification and deposition on graphene transistors.

**Figure 4.8:** Absorbance spectra of InAs QDs. The spectrum has been normalized to the absorbance at the bandgap energy of 1.1 eV.
Prior to incorporating the InAs QDs with graphene, the characteristics of bare graphene were established. Single crystal graphene was grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) by collaborators. The graphene was transferred to insulating Si/SiO$_2$ (dry, 300 nm) substrates in a wet transfer method by Dr. Duc Anh Nguyen. Optical images of transferred graphene indicated high areal density with individual flake areas on the order of 10s of microns (Figure 4.9). Dr. Nguyen determined the quality, uniformity, and thickness of the transferred graphene by Raman spectroscopy and scanning Raman microscopy, as shown in Figure 4.9. The intensity ratio between 2D and G bands (I$_{2D}$/I$_{G}$)

![Figure 4.9](image)

**Figure 4.9:** Graphene characterization. Optical microscope images of transferred graphene on SiO$_2$/Si substrates are shown in (a) and (b). Gold dots and numbers are lithographically defined alignment marks. (c) representative Raman spectra for 3 graphene flakes. (d) G-band and (e) D-band intensity maps taken on the same graphene flake for a 30×30 µm field of view. A 532 nm laser was used for Raman spectroscopy and microscopy.
was ~1.84, which confirmed the monolayer thickness of graphene flakes. Representative Raman spectra are shown in Figure 4.9. The spatial uniformity of the graphene flakes was confirmed by minimal D-band intensity in scanning Raman maps, making it suitable for transistor fabrication and optoelectronic characterization.

Electron beam (e-beam) lithography was used to pattern electrodes for individual graphene transistor devices. A general schematic for this process is illustrated in Figure 4.10. In brief, we employed computer-aided design (CAD) software to design electrode patterns. Then, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was deposited as a resist, and e-beam lithography was used to locally expose the PMMA film according to the CAD pattern.

**Figure 4.10:** Graphene transistor fabrication. (a) schematic for graphene transistor fabrication steps following transfer to SiO₂/Si substrates. (b-d) optical microscope images of a graphene flake during various stages of the fabrication process.

The solubility of exposed PMMA differs such that it is selectively removed when submerged in a developer solution, leaving the sample exposed underneath. Thermal evaporation of Cr/Au (5 nm/45 nm) deposited the metals over the entire chip, and a final
lift-off step with acetone removed remaining PMMA leaving the metals deposited in regions exposed by the electron beam. Optical microscope images summarizing the process are also shown in Figure 4.10, where a representative individual graphene transistor with a channel length of ~5 µm was produced.

After successful fabrication of graphene transistors, optoelectronic characterization of the devices in the bare (pre-QD) state was undertaken. Samples were transferred to a vacuum probe station (VPS) and evacuated to a pressure of 6×10⁻³ torr. Representative transfer and $I$-$V$ curves for a bare graphene transistor are shown in Figure 4.11. As shown in the transfer curves, the graphene demonstrated ambipolar conduction and was noted to be p-doped as indicated by the positive charge neutral point (CNP), which is the applied gate voltage that yields the minimum current in the graphene channel.

![Figure 4.11: Bare graphene transistor optoelectronic characterization. (a) the drain-source current ($I_{DS}$) in the graphene channel is plotted against the applied gate-source voltage ($V_{GS}$) forming the transfer characteristic at a drain-source voltage ($V_{DS}$) of 50 mV. (b) shows $I_{DS}$ as a function of $V_{DS}$ at a constant $V_{GS}$ of 0 V. A white light source on the vacuum probe station was used to define the light state.](image)

and corresponds to a minimal carrier density. As expected, the bare graphene did not demonstrate a photoresponse under white light excitation. This was substantiated by
minimal or the absence of changes to the CNP in transfer curves and the slope of \( I-V \)
curves.

Finally, InAs QDs were applied to bare graphene transistors to form the heterostructure. Notably, after QD deposition, the transfer curves showed a shift in the CNP to less positive gate voltages, suggesting relative n-doping of the graphene at equilibrium compared to the bare state. Under illumination conditions with white light, we observed an additional shift in the CNP to lower gate voltages, suggesting efficient photoinduced electron transfer across the InAs QD/graphene heterojunction. Output curves of the heterostructure are consistent with the shifts in the CNP.

Figure 4.12: InAs QD/graphene phototransistor optoelectronic characterization (a) transfer curves of the bare graphene transistor and InAs QD/graphene hybrid phototransistor. Blue arrow shows the shift in the CNP upon deposition with QDs. Inset: optical microscope image of the InAs QD/graphene hybrid device. (b) output curves for the InAs QD/graphene hybrid device at a constant gate bias of -60 V. Optical microscope image inset shows the QD/Gr device. Cartoon graphic depicts a proposed band diagram for the interface and indicates photoinduced electron transfer from InAs QDs to the graphene channel.

Bare graphene output curves are the same. The surfaces of InAs QDs were modified by etching with nitrosyltetrafluoroborate. We propose the following band diagram for the
InAs QD/graphene heterojunction, showing efficient electron transfer from the InAs QD layer to the graphene channel following photoexcitation of the QDs.

4.4: CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated two key contributions to environmentally benign QD chemistry and optoelectronics: (1) we have formulated strategies to modify surfaces of eco-friendly AgBiS₂ QDs generating colloidally stable inks for the direct deposition of photoconductive thin films, and (2) we have acquired evidence for photoinduced interfacial charge transfer in InAs QD/graphene heterojunctions.

4.5: EXPERIMENTAL

**AgBiS₂ chemicals:** Silver(I) acetate (Ag(OAc), ≥99 %), Bismuth(III) acetate (Bi(OAc)₃, ≥99 %), and ammonium iodide (NH₄I, ≥99.0 %) were purchased from BeanTown Chemical. N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, ≥99.5 %) was obtained from Fischer Scientific. Oleic acid (≥90 %) and trans-4-(trifluoromethyl)cinnamic acid (4-CF₃, 98 %) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Bis(trimethylsilyl) sulfide ((TMS)₂S, 95 %), n-octane (97 %), and 1-octadecene (ODE, 90 %) were purchased from Acros Organics. Methyl acetate (MeOAc, 99 %) was purchased from Millipore Sigma. Octane, ODE and MeOAc were dried over activated 4A molecular sieves in a nitrogen glovebox, following degassing under partial vacuum, prior to use. All other reagents were used as received without further modification.

**Synthesis and purification of colloidal AgBiS₂ nanocrystals:** Colloidal AgBiS₂ nanocrystals were synthesized using a reported procedure with modifications. In a nitrogen glovebox, Bi(OAc)₃ (1 mmol, 386 mg), 0.8 mmol Ag(OAc) (0.8 mmol, 134 mg), and ODE (2 mL) were loaded to a 100 mL 3-neck round bottom flask. Oleic acid
(17 mmol, 4.974 g) was then added under ambient conditions, and the reaction mixture was degassed under vacuum at 100°C for 30 minutes with stirring to form silver and bismuth precursors. The reaction vessel was then charged with nitrogen gas, and TMS2S (1 mmol, 210 μL) diluted in 5 mL of ODE was swiftly injected at an injection temperature of 100°C, forming the crude, brown reaction product. The crude product was cooled to room temperature with the heating mantle in place. The flask was protected from light until the precipitation step.

AgBiS2 nanocrystals were purified under air free conditions using MeOAc and octane as the antisolvent and solvent, respectively. The purified sample was stored in a nitrogen glovebox in octane until further use.

**AgBiS2 phase transfer ligand exchange and ink formation:** In a typical phase transfer ligand exchange process, purified AgBiS2 nanocrystals in octane (~7 mg/mL) were added to a single solution of NH₄I (~34 mg/mL) and 4-CF₃ (~10 mg/mL) in DMF under ambient conditions. The phase transfer vessel was then shaken vigorously for ~5 seconds, and the AgBiS₂, and the nanocrystals completely transferred to the bottom DMF phase to leave a clear top phase. The top phase was removed with a pipette, and the dark DMF phase was rinsed twice with neat octane.

To form the ink used for photoconductive thin films, the washed DMF phase was flocculated with toluene, centrifuged, and separated from the supernatant. The remaining AgBiS₂ was dried under vacuum for ~20 minutes and re-dispersed in neat DMF to achieve a concentration of 150 mg/mL. The ink was then centrifuged for 2 minutes and the supernatant carefully separated from any sediment to a new vessel. The ink was filtered through a 0.1 μm PTFE syringe filter prior to spin coating.
**AgBiS$_2$ device fabrication and electronic measurements:** Films were deposited on rotating glass substrates using a single step deposition. Metal (Au) contacts were evaporated on top of the film through a shadow mask, forming lateral 2-terminal devices ~200-400 μm wide at various spacings ~115 μm. Contact pads were gently probed with flexible tungsten microprobes to avoid damage to films.

A Keithley Source meter unit was used to record $I-V$ measurements in the dark, and under wide area illumination (444 nm, ~2.7 mW/cm$^2$) with a diode laser (Toptica). The optical power density was calibrated using a silicon power meter (Thorlabs). Photocurrent transient measurements were conducted with the Keithley Source meter unit with dark states achieved by chopping the beam (set to ~6.7 mW/cm$^2$) with a custom-built optical shutter. Scanning photocurrent microscopy was undertaken using our previously reported setup with 444 nm photoexcitation modulated at a frequency of 71 Hz.$^7,26$

**AgBiS$_2$ materials characterization:** UV-visible absorbance spectra were taken on a Thermo Scientific Evolution Array spectrometer. TEM was taken on a Hitachi HT7800 TEM using carbon coated copper grids (Ted Pella) as supports. PXRD was obtained on a Bruker D2 Phaser using a Cu source (K-α: 1.5418 Å) and step size of 0.02° at an operating voltage and current of 30 kV and 10 mA, respectively. SEM and EDX maps were taken on a Zeiss Gemini500 Thermal Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope.

**InAs QD chemicals:** All reagents for the synthesis, purification, and surface modification of InAs QDs were obtained and used as described in Song et al.$^{106}$
**InAs QD synthesis and purification:** InAs QDs were synthesized using the method established by Song et al.\textsuperscript{106} In brief, seed InAs nanocrystals were prepared as follows. Indium precursor was generated by dissolving indium(III) acetate (1 mmol, 0.29 g) and oleic acid (3 mmol, 0.85 g) in degassed 1-octadecene (5 mL) in a three-neck round bottom flask (100 mL) equipped with a Teflon stirring bar. The reaction mixture was degassed at 120°C under vacuum for 2 hours under stirring to form the white transparent In-oleate precursor. Dioctylamine (1.5 mmol, 0.36 g) and distilled tris(trimethylsilyl)arsine (TMS\textsubscript{3}As) (0.5 mmol, 0.14 g) were dissolved in 1 mL of degassed 1-octadecene in a nitrogen glovebox forming the brown As precursor and heated at 60°C on a hotplate for 10 minutes. After degassing the In-precursor, the temperature was elevated to 300°C and the flask was switched to a nitrogen environment, followed by swift injection of the As precursor. The flask was maintained at 300°C under stirring until introduction of InAs nanoclusters.

InAs nanoclusters were prepared as follows. In a 100 mL three neck round bottom flask, indium(III) acetate (6 mmol, 1.75 g) and oleic acid (18 mmol, 5.18 g) were dissolved in 30 mL 1-octadecene and stirred under vacuum for 2 hours at 120°C. The As precursor was prepared in a nitrogen glovebox by dissolving TMS\textsubscript{3}As (3 mmol, 0.84 g) and dioctylamine (9 mmol, 2.16 g) in 6 mL 1-octadecene with heating at 60°C for 10 minutes. The reaction mixture was switched to a nitrogen environment and stirred at room temperature prior to fast injection of the As precursor.

For forming InAs QDs, the dark tan InAs nanocluster solution was loaded to a 20 mm diameter 24 mL syringe. The nanoclusters were injected to InAs seeds at 300°C at a continuous rate of 0.45 mL/min.
The crude InAs QDs were purified by four successive precipitation and redispersion cycles as follows. The crude InAs QDs were partitioned into three centrifuge tubes with QD volumes of ~15 mL each. Butanol was added to achieve a total volume of 40 mL, and the samples were centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was discarded, and the precipitate was dispersed in 10 mL hexane. Butanol was added to achieve a total volume of 25 mL, and the mixture was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was collected, and 20 mL of butanol was added followed by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 5 minutes. Finally, the precipitate was isolated from the supernatant and dispersed in 10 mL of hexane with 40 mL butanol added followed by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 5 minutes. The final precipitate was collected and dispersed in octane until further use.

**Surface modification of InAs QDs by NOBF₄:** Prior to film formation, the surfaces of InAs QDs were etched following the procedure by Song et al. In brief, to 4 mL of a 200 mg/mL solution of purified InAs QDs, 10 mL of 0.02 M NOBF₄ in DMF was added in a centrifuge tube. The QDs transferred to the polar DMF phase with mild shaking, and the clear top layer was removed by a pipette. Neat hexane was added to the dark DMF phase and the biphasic mixture was shaken. Upon settling to two phases, the clear hexane phase was removed, and this process was repeated two more times for a total of three hexane rinses. Finally, neat toluene was added to the DMF phase to precipitate the QDs, and the mixture was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, and the etched InAs QD precipitate was dried under vacuum before final redispersion in neat DMF.
**Film formation for InAs/QD phototransistors:** A solid-state ligand treatment procedure was used to form films of InAs QDs on graphene transistors. To the substrate rotating continuously at 2500 rpm, 20 µL of etched QDs (~100 mg/mL) was administered. The substrate was stopped and annealed on a hotplate at 100 °C for 2 minutes. The substrate then resumed rotation at 2500 rpm, and 6 drops of a 1 % (w/v) NH₄Cl/methanol solution was added drop-wise to the InAs QD film. The substrate was allowed to spin for 30 seconds to dry, and 10 drops of neat methanol was added dropwise to the rotating substrate to rinse away excess NH₄Cl, followed by 30 seconds of a rotating time for drying. The sample was then stored in a vacuum cabinet until optoelectronic device testing in a vacuum probe station.
CHAPTER 5: SELF-ASSEMBLY OF FLUORESCENT DIFFRACTIVE ELEMENTS FROM QUANTUM DOTS USING MAGNETIC NANOPARTICLE TEMPLATES

5.1: INTRODUCTION

This work describes ongoing efforts on an interdisciplinary collaboration with Dr. Thomas Crawford’s research team at the University of South Carolina. The goal of this project is to interrogate nanoscale self-assembly in solution-processed materials, which can be challenging to achieve due to the diffusive motion of suspended particles in fluid media. We study the uptake of fluorescent semiconductor QDs holding well-defined surfaces onto magnetic nanoparticle arrays and investigate emergent diffractive and fluorescent phenomena, which can hold significance in the design of low-cost solution processed diffractive surfaces for spectroscopy, high precision lasing, and transparent holographic displays.

Diffraction is a phenomenon where a traveling wave encounters an aperture or obstacle resulting in a bent or spread path of propagation. Many sources including sound, light, and massive particles with wavelike properties (e.g. atoms, electrons, neutrons) diffract if the encountered apertures or obstacles are on the order of the source’s wavelength. The wavelength of matter waves such as that for electrons is described by the de Broglie wavelength \( \lambda = (h/mv) \), where \( h \) is Planck’s constant, \( m \) is the particle mass, and \( v \) is the particle velocity. Taking electrons as an example, small wavelengths (~10⁻¹² m) can be achieved depending on the particle velocity, which can be controlled by an applied electric field. This principle is widely leveraged in electron microscopy,
where high ($\lesssim 10^{-12}$ nm) resolution is achieved and surpasses diffraction limits of visible photons in optical microscopes. On the other hand, optical diffraction is commonly

**Figure 5.1:** Optical diffractive elements and applications. (a) shows general concept for transmissive diffraction gratings, where $d$ is the element spacing, $\theta_i$ is angle of incidence, and $\theta_m$ are the angles of diffraction for $m$ modes. (b) illustrates an application of blazed diffraction gratings used in spectrometers. (c) highlights the concept of holographic waveguides with coupled input/output diffraction gratings where internal reflection within the waveguide is maintained in accordance to Snell’s law.

utilized in diffraction gratings, which may be conceptualized as an optically flat surface containing uniformly spaced protrusions or slits that diffract light in a controllable manner for desired application needs (**Figure 5.1**). The classification of diffraction
gratings as transmissive or reflective depends on the propagation path of diffracted beams after encountering the diffraction grating.

\[ \theta_m = \arcsin \left( \sin \theta_i - \frac{m \lambda}{d} \right) \]

**Figure 5.2:** Ray optics diagram for a plane reflective type diffraction grating.

For reflective type diffraction gratings, the relationship between reflective diffraction gratings is expressed in **Equation 14**, 

\[ m \lambda = d (\sin \theta_i - \theta_m) \]  \text{(Equation 14)}

where \( m \) is the diffraction order, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of incident or diffracted light, \( d \) is the pitch distance between repetitive elements (e.g. grooves or slits) defining the grating, \( \theta_i \) is the angle of incident light relative to the grating normal, and \( \theta_m \) is the angle of diffracted light relative to the grating normal. This is shown conceptually in **Figure 5.2**.
where ray diagrams for diffraction modes of a plane reflective type diffraction grating are illustrated.

Because optical diffractive elements operate with visible wavelength photons, uniform nanometer-scale fabrication of features on the grating surface is key. However, the reliable manufacturing of such features is burdened by costly fabrication methods including photolithography or ruling engines. To overcome this, there is motivation to develop approaches using solution-processed nanomaterials as building blocks to form diffractive optical surfaces. Shallcross et al.\textsuperscript{124} demonstrated that mechanical methods such as microcontact molding are effective strategies to form diffraction gratings from colloidal CdSe QDs. The authors used a master poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microstamp to form transmissive diffraction gratings and coupled in-out internal reflection elements on transparent substrates from dropcast CdSe QDs capped with trioctylphosphine oxide and hexadecylamine. The method afforded remarkable control over grating groove spacings $d$ spanning $\sim 270 - 840$ nm, making it a viable method for diffraction in the visible regime.

Beyond mechanical methods, the formation of diffractive elements from solution-processed nanomaterials by self-assembly is a promising route for large area fabrication. Yang et al. formed diffraction gratings operating in the visible regime from self-assembled zirconia (ZrO$_2$) NP arrays.\textsuperscript{125} The authors utilized polymer pen lithography (PPL) to define localized hydrophilic regions contrasting with hydrophobic regions passivated by 1-octadecanethiol. Submersion of the substrates in aqueous ZrO$_2$ dispersions facilitated local assembly of the nanoparticles to the hydrophilic regions defined by PPL. Similarly, directed assembly of polystyrene microspheres has been
reported on substrates with patterned hydrophobicity\textsuperscript{126}, and hydrophobic effects have been reported to reversibly induce the self-assembly of gold nanoparticles stabilized with hydrophobic polystyrene.\textsuperscript{127} It would be valuable to obtain further information on the fundamental interactions and rates of assembly for colloidal nanomaterials to aid in the design of ordered structures including diffractive optical elements. Taken into consideration, this project seeks to uncover such insights on hydrophobic self-assembly.

\textbf{Figure 5.3:} Pre-QD ray optics diagram and goniometer experimental setup. (a) shows a general schematic for measuring Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} nanoparticle diffraction gratings with line spacing $d = 700$ nm. (b) shows a simulated relative intensity of diffracted 473 nm light from a white light source for a $d = 700$ nm grating. (c) shows simulated reflectance spectra for the same grating under different $\theta_i$ conditions.
by examining the uptake and fluorescent behavior of oleate-capped QDs assembled onto magnetically patterned diffractive arrays of oleate-capped Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles.

**Figure 5.4:** Post-QD ray optics diagram and goniometer experimental setup. (a) shows a general schematic for the exotic optical phenomena arising from in-plane fluorescence of self-assembled QD arrays spaced by distance $d = 700$ nm. (b) Relative intensity of QD fluorescence as a function of the stage rotation angle from the original sample plane, showing enhanced intensity of 563 nm. (c) concept graphic for evolution of the enhanced fluorescence intensity for a series of gratings submerged in QD dispersions at times showing initial uptake and saturation regimes.
To study the diffractive behavior of Fe₃O₄ gratings, a microspectrometer setup equipped with a custom-built goniometer stage will be employed. A general schematic of the setup is illustrated in Figure 5.3. In brief, θᵢ is modulated by rotating the illumination source with a rotation stage. The stationary objective lens on the microspectrometer constrains θₘ to an angle of 90°, allowing the evolution of the wavelength of diffracted light from an incident broadband white light source to be detected exclusively as a function of θᵢ.

Hydrophobic self-assembly of fluorescent QDs onto the Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles is hypothesized to impart an exotic optical fluorescence effect following submersion of the Fe₃O₄ nanoparticle gratings in QD dispersions. A schematic of the behavior is illustrated in Figure 5.4. In brief, if localized hydrophobic self-assembly of QDs onto regions holding the Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles occurs, the formation of QD arrays defined by the patterned Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles will be achieved. In addition to diffraction of incident light, in-plane fluorescence of the patterned QDs may provide enhanced intensity of light at the QD emission maximum depending on the diffraction grating pitch, wavelength of incident light, and wavelength of QD fluorescence. Such an effect could be observed by judiciously choosing these parameters (Figure 5.7) in order to resolve the fluorescence signal from background, which is composed of the emission from QDs in all directions. If observed, there should be a distinct difference in fluorescence intensity that may be monitored under a series of conditions for assembly. The submersion time of Fe₃O₄ gratings in QD dispersions could yield detectable differences in the uptake of the QDs, which may reach a saturation state on long timescales (Figure 5.4). Monitoring this uptake saturation in different solvents could provide information on the rates of
hydrophobic self-assembly. Here, preliminary results on research efforts in processing visibly fluorescent QDs and assembly onto the Fe₃O₄ nanoparticle arrays will be shown.

5.2: PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The initial step of this project was to isolate visibly fluorescent and stable QDs using a repeatable process suitable for further experimentation. Initially, CdSe/CdS QDs with an effective bandgap of 564 nm and emission maximum of 573 nm were synthesized by John following reported methods. Then, I purified the QDs by GPC using reported techniques with a toluene mobile phase.⁷,⁸ The proton NMR spectra in Figure 5.5 indicate that the purified QDs were free of unbound olefin ligands and the ODE growth solvent. The optical characteristics of the QDs were preserved following GPC purification as shown by the absence of changes to the pre- and post-GPC absorbance and fluorescence profiles in Figure 5.5.

Having validated the processing steps to establish an initial state of the QDs, the assembly of the QDs on Fe₃O₄ nanoparticle diffraction gratings was investigated. Firstly, diffraction gratings were prepared by Abdul Rahman Mohtasebzadeh.¹²⁸ A dark field optical microscope image of the investigated diffraction gratings with spacings \( d \) spanning 25 nm to 3000 nm is shown in Figure 5.6. The GPC purified toluene stock solution was diluted heavily in neat toluene to for a submersion stock. After submersion in the diluted QD stock solution, gratings were preserved, and the dark field optical microscopy image indicated the formation of coffee-ring regions of accumulated QDs due to the drying process (Figure 5.6). The presence of QDs in the coffee-ring region was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy.
Notably, not only were patterned features of the $\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4$ nanoparticle gratings preserved after submersion in QDs, the localized self-assembly of QDs was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy, as shown in Figure 5.6. In addition, the emission spectra of the grating post-QDs showed strong agreement with standalone QD dispersions in Figure 5.5, further validating the presence of the QDs. In contrast, the bare diffraction grating

![Figure 5.6](image)

**Figure 5.6:** CdSe/CdS QD characterization. (a) shows representative proton NMR spectra for oleate-capped CdSe/CdS QDs in toluene-$d_8$ pre- and post-GPC purification. (b) normalized absorbance spectra for the QDs. (c) photoluminescence spectra for the QDs.
without QD treatment showed no fluorescence signal. These results confirmed the promise of this approach for forming fluorescent surfaces with sub-micron features by hydrophobic self-assembly.

**Figure 5.6:** Assembly of CdSe/CdS QDs to magnetic nanoparticle templates. (a) dark-field optical microscope image of gratings, pre-QDs. (b) dark field optical microscope image of the same gratings, post-QDs. Inset: fluorescence microscopy image of coffee-ring QD region. (c) zoomed dark-field optical microscope image of a grating with sub-micron spacing, post QDs. (d) fluorescence microscopy image of the same grating in (c). (e) fluorescence spectra for (a) and (d).

### 5.3: CONCLUSION AND NEXT STAGES

In the prototype experiments described here, we have discovered that QDs terminated with hydrophobic ligands assemble and form fluorescent arrays with sub-micron features. Future work will prioritize more detailed examination of gratings with
spacing \( d = 700 \text{ nm} \), which was chosen specifically due to the projected feasibility in isolating diffraction of the \( m = 1 \) mode (Figure 5.7) from fluorescence and diffraction of 473 nm incident light that would be used to excite QDs. Transfer of the patterns to an appropriate waveguide may afford the study of holographic phenomena.

![Figure 5.7: Annotated diffraction mode graph and goniometer. (a) Diffraction mode graph. Data pertains to a diffraction grating holding a spacing of \( d = 700 \text{ nm} \) and QDs with emission maximum of 563 nm. (b) shows an image of the home-assembled goniometer stage.](image)

5.4: EXPERIMENTAL

**Materials:** Cadmium oxide (CdO; 99.999%) and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO; 99%) were purchased from STREM Chemicals. Oleic acid (99%), 1-octadecene (ODE; 90% technical grade), 1-tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA; 98%), selenium (Se; 99.999%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Bio-Beads S-X1 GPC medium were purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. Toluene-ds (D, 99.5%) was purchased from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc., and bis(trimethylsilyl) sulfide ((TMS)_2S; 95%) was purchased from Acros Organics. Oleic acid coated Fe_3O_4 nanoparticles (PrecisionMRX) were purchased from Imagion Biosystems.

**Preparation of CdSe QD cores:** CdSe QD cores passivated with tetradecylphosphine (TDPA) ligands were synthesized as follows. Prior to preparing the Cd precursor, the selenium precursor was prepared by stirring selenium shot in TOPO at 95°C overnight, generating TOPSe. Then, to a 50 mL 3-neck round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic Teflon stir bar, CdO (60 mg), TDPA (275 mg), TOPO (3 g), and TOP (3 mL) were combined successively and heated at 75°C while stirring under partial vacuum on a Schlenk line until the solid matter melted. The reaction flask was then heated to 350°C and switched to a nitrogen environment en route at 130°C. Formation of the Cd(TDPA)_2 was signified by the generation of a clear reaction mixture, and the flask was stirred for 5 minutes before removing the heating mantle and cooling the reaction mixture with an air gun to 170°C. Upon reaching this temperature, the flask was switched back to partial vacuum to drive off water. Next, the flask was cooled by an air gun and evacuated at 170°C for 30 minutes to remove water. The flask was switched to a nitrogen environment and heated to the growth temperature of 360°C before swiftly injecting the Se precursor (2.2 M). The reaction vessel was then cooled to room temperature while stirring. The crude CdSe QD product was stored in the dark under ambient conditions until further use.

**CdS shell overcoating to CdSe QD cores:** The growth of a cadmium oleate shell to CdSe QDs was conducted following reported methods.⁸
Preparation of Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticle assemblies: Magnetic nanoparticle diffraction gratings were prepared following reported methods.$^{128}$
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